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INTRODUCTION
Over the last several years, the Elyria
and Swansea neighborhoods have
undergone dramatic changes,
including efforts around the National
Western Center (NWC), commuter
rail lines and stations, the Platte to
Park Hill stormwater project, and the
Central 70 project. Throughout all of
this change, a portion of the
neighborhood has remained
relatively untouched: the residential
and industrial areas surrounding the
52nd Avenue Corridor. The Elyria &
Swansea Neighborhoods Plan (2015)
provided a framework for potential
improvements to 52nd Avenue. This
study is the next step in evaluating
the feasibility of connecting 52nd
Avenue from Brighton to Colorado
Boulevards, identifying the
community’s priorities, and developing
a phasing plan for implementation in
alignment with those priorities.

Figure 1. Study Area

Figure 1: Map of the study area featuring study boundaries for areas of focus.
Red lines indicate corridors and streets that were evaluated, the red circle
represents a general area that was evaluated for connectivity and mobility.

PROJECT PURPOSE
The City and County of Denver (City) conducted this feasibility study to evaluate the possibility of providing a
continuous 52nd Avenue from Brighton Boulevard to Colorado Boulevard. Using input from the community and
local stakeholders, the study developed and evaluated equitable and feasible transportation improvements
including:
 Multimodal connectivity along 52nd Avenue between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado
Boulevard
 New pedestrian and bicycle connections to the NWC transit station from 48th Avenue
and/or 49th Avenue
 Updated underpass beneath the BNSF bridge at York Street and Brighton Boulevard
 Upgraded/new sidewalks, bicycle facilities, intersection safety, and modification of existing
bus stops along the corridor
This study evaluated the feasibility of the above improvements and identified a phasing and implementation
plan in response to the identified priorities.
FINAL FEASIBILITY STUDY REPORT
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STUDY AREA AND FOCUS AREAS
The study area (Figure 1) for this feasibility study is focused on the northern portion of the Elyria and Swansea
neighborhoods, specifically focused on three locations: 52nd Avenue from Brighton Boulevard to Colorado
Boulevard; the railroad (RR) underpass where Brighton Boulevard turns into York Street; and the area around
48th and 49th Avenues. These three locations were designated as “Focus Areas”, which can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Focus Areas

Figure 2: This map highlights three separate focus areas for the project. Focus area 1 along 52nd Ave, Focus Area
2 captures York St turning into Brighton Blvd, and Focus area 3 captures the study’s residential areas from
Swansea park, to the N-Line Commuter Rail station, and north to 52nd Ave.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
A substantial amount of work including planning and construction projects have been or are currently being
completed in the 52nd Avenue study area. A recognition of the study area’s history and an understanding of the
multitude of projects that have proceeded this study is critical to the development of equitable alternatives.
The 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study builds off past findings and solutions, identify contextually appropriate
solutions, and incorporate public feedback provided by the community in these previously completed efforts.
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NEIGHBORHOODS AND HISTORY
The Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods have unique features and characteristics resulting from over 100 years of
history created by the people, families, and businesses who have lived and worked in the neighborhoods. This
rich history has created both challenges and opportunities that are unique to Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods
including:
 Impacts driven by the presence of industrial uses, railroads, and highways (more than most
other Denver neighborhoods)
 Inadequate streets, sidewalks, and transit infrastructure
 Neighborhood environmental quality impacts including brownfield sites, air pollution, and
offensive odors
 A multitude of new City, Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), and jurisdictional
agency investments that will have transformative impacts in both Elyria and Swansea
neighborhoods
 Relatively affordable and attainable housing compared to the rest of the City
 Large industrial and warehousing uses that provide a substantial number of jobs and
revenue

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
In 1868, where the Denver Coliseum now stands,
construction began on the Denver Pacific Railway,
heralding a long and substantial railroad presence.
Today, the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods have
more operating rail infrastructure than any other
neighborhoods in Denver. The dominance of the rail
industry in these neighborhoods has created issues,
but it also resulted in the development of a strong
industrial sector and corresponding employment.
Growth of Colorado’s rail industry, with its center in
Elyria and Swansea, was further augmented by
Colorado’s mining industry. Mining ore was
transported from Colorado’s mountains via an everexpanding railroad network to a series of now
demolished smelters, which relied on easy access to
South Platte River water and railroads. These
smelters created jobs that attracted new immigrant
residents but also created a litany of environmental
issues that still impact the community today.

Historic Elyria Slaughterhouse located on the Platte
River’s east bank. Area rail lines were an integral element
in transporting livestock to the slaughterhouse Area
workers lived in Elyria Swansea’s residential areas, well
within walking distance of the slaughterhouse.

Railroads also served other critical Colorado industries: ranching, farming, and agriculture. Several packing
plants soon located to the area, attracted by the railroads and growing populations of immigrant workers. The
establishment of the NWC soon followed and became the preeminent livestock trading location in the western
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United States. Today, the NWC is poised to be a global center of food and agricultural research and commerce
through new investments and partnerships.
Railroads were the dominant economic engine of
the neighborhoods pre-World War II. After the
war the development of the interstate highway
system and the rise of vehicular transport led to
the growth of warehousing and shipping
businesses in Elyria and Swansea. This
transportation paradigm also resulted in the
construction of the Interstate 70 (I-70) viaduct
which divided neighborhoods, created circulation
barriers, led to new environmental impacts, and
negatively impacted the quality of life of
residents. The viaduct was removed and a new
below-grade facility will be completed soon.
The Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods have
always had a relationship with immigrants.
Children playing at recess in the yard of a small schoolhouse in
Proximity to jobs was important, as employees
Elyria Swansea
needed to be able to access jobs via foot. Due to
these transportation and employment conditions and society’s negative immigrant attitudes, residents created
self-sustaining communities that included homes, businesses, churches, schools, parks, and amenities specific to
each new immigrant communities’ culture. Today Slavic Churches, Latino businesses, and other historic and
cultural elements are found throughout Elyria and Swansea. Attainable housing, the area’s central location, and
easy access to jobs have now welcomed new generations of immigrants. New arrivals have added to the diverse
mix of families who have lived in the area for generations, continuing the rich immigrant history and story of
Elyria and Swansea.
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PREVIOUS STUDIES
Several planning studies, projects, and investigations have been completed in the study area. These
foundational plans formed the starting point for the 52nd Avenue Feasibly Study, allowing it to build off previous
publicly supported plans, goals, and outcomes.
ELYRIA & SWANSEA NEIGHBORHOODS PLAN (2015)
(CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS PLAN)
This visioning process collaboratively identified community supported principles for
Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods including:
 Emphasizing the unique attributes of the neighborhoods
 Identifying strategies and projects to create healthier neighborhoods
 Creating better transportation connections that enhance neighborhood mobility
 Supporting stronger neighborhoods by addressing land use, park, housing, jobs,
education, service, and storm drainage needs

NORTH METROPOLITAN INDUSTRIAL AREA CONNECTIVITY STUDY (2018)
(CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS STUDY)
This multi-jurisdictional transportation study identified transportation improvements,
including connections across railroads to increase mobility and access for diverse
transportation modes and users in the study area. Key points include:
 Participants included Adams County, Commerce City, and the City
 The plan analyzed regional industrial transportation needs as well needs for area
residents
 The plan identified priority projects to increase mobility, including a new 52nd
Avenue connection over the railroad line, an important finding that led to the
d

BLUEPRINT DENVER (2002 ADOPTED, 2019 UPDATED)
(CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS REPORT)
This Denver-wide land use and transportation plan was updated in 2019 and provides
guidance for Denver’s growth over the next 20 years. Plan goals include:
 The creation of complete neighborhoods and transportation networks
 A measured, common-sense approach to new growth
 Making land use decisions through the lens of social equity
 A joint vision that understands the importance of addressing land use and
transportation in unisons to identify complete visions
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NATIONAL WESTERN CENTER MASTER PLAN (2015) (CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS PLAN)
This visionary plan for this important cultural asset developed a detailed plan and
framework that will position the NWC as a future global leader for agricultural research
and commerce. Plan elements include:
 Public and private cooperation to establish a mutual vision that meets private sector
and public needs
 New connections to, though, and across the NWC and across the South Platte River
to better connect Elyria, Swansea, and Globeville
 Programmatic elements to not only improve the NWC site but also adjacent
neighborhoods and related transportation networks

NORTH DENVER CORNERSTONE COLLABORATIVE 2016 COMMUNITY REPORT (2016)
(CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS INFORMATION)
The North Denver Cornerstone Collaborative (NDCC) 2016 community report outlined
strategies and processes to align planning and implementation of the multitude of
projects occurring in North Denver (which includes the 52nd Avenue study area) by
establishing an overarching vision and driving coordination across efforts. Findings
include:
 Strategically align planning and implementation of area projects
 Support internal and external project teams to drive collaboration
 Identify new partnerships needed to realize the vision and deliver projects
 Establish overarching community engagement and communication protocols across

CONCEPT DESIGN REPORT: ELYRIA SWANSEA AT YORK, EAST-WEST CONNECTIVITY STUDY
(2016) (CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS STUDY)
This conceptual design and planning effort identified guiding principles, visions, and
conceptual designs to connect 47th Avenue across railroad barriers. Elements included:
 The conceptual design of a bike and pedestrian crossing of the rail line to promote
bike and pedestrian connections for area residents and students
 Enhanced overall neighborhood mobility for the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods
 Aesthetic and architectural treatments for the structure as a visible and iconic
neighborhood feature
 Led to the design and construction of a new pedestrian bridge over railroad lines

NORTH DENVER CORNERSTONE COLLABORATIVE MOBILITY MASTER PLAN (2017)
(CLICK ON LINK TO ACCESS INFORMATION REGARDING THE PLAN)
This plan prioritized transportation improvements and projects identified in a range of
previous plans and studies in the area. Recommendations were:

IMAGE OIMAGE OF

 Vetted with the public as well as with project partners for prioritization and
implementation
 Ordered and prioritized for logical and purposeful implementation based on a need,
funding, and feasibility
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
The following section describes existing conditions within the study and focus areas and include the existing
transportation facilities, land use, utilities, stormwater and drainage, and environmental conditions. These
existing conditions served as input into the development and evaluation of alternatives and considerations for
future project phases.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
The existing transportation network within the study area is segmented and has inconsistent through
connections for all modes of travel. The study area is bisected by active heavy rail lines, which limit multimodal
and vehicular connectivity. The following section provides an analysis of current conditions related to the larger
transportation network in the study area and in the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods.

STREETS
Figure 3. Street Classifications

Figure 3: City of Denver Street Classifications in the study area. Most arterial streets run north/south. Some
collector and local streets run east west but are interrupted by area rail lines, making east west travel for all
modes in the neighborhood difficult (Note: Street Classifications for Adams County not shown)

The street network of the study area is a direct reflection of existing land use conditions. In residential areas,
there are local streets characterized by smaller blocks oriented to the north-south grid with alley loading and
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pedestrian-scale block sizes. Industrial areas have larger, more vehicular-focused blocks with fewer connections
and substantial off-street internal circulation. These areas are often location on or near arterials such as Steele
Street or Vasquez Boulevard. The arterials provide connections to the highway system (I-70 and I-76, south and
north of the study area, respectively.) The street network is further impacted by freight and commuter rail lines.
These barriers to circulation have had substantial impact on mobility for residents, business, and visitors.
Within the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods, the City and the State of Colorado have invested heavily in
Brighton Boulevard and I-70. Brighton Boulevard improvements include new intersections and access points,
pedestrian and bike infrastructure, and branding for the NWC. The lowering of I-70 as part of the Central 70
project will create/re-recreate important north-south connections in residential portions of the neighborhood.
Within the larger neighborhood street network, 52nd Avenue represents a transitional zone where the smaller
residential grid interfaces with the larger industrial grid. This unique mix of residential and industrial uses has
created a transportation environment that must accommodate bikes, pedestrians, personal vehicles, and freight
trucks. Each of these modes would see significant improvements with the identification and creation of a new
connection over or under the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) line, which runs through the center of the
neighborhood.

FREIGHT RAIL, COMMUTER RAIL, AND BUS TRANSIT
Figure 4. Freight Rail

Figure 4: This map shows all freight rail, mostly BNSF and UPRR, within the study area. There are rail runs that
run north-south, west of Brighton Blvd. and east of Brighton Blvd adjacent to Swansea Park. Additional freight
liens run along Vasquez Blvd. Smaller tail tracks that serve local industries can be found throughout commercial
and industrial areas of the neighborhood.
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FREIGHT RAIL

Figure 5. Focus Area 2

The study area and the Elyria and Swansea
neighborhoods have the largest percentage of
freight rail infrastructure in the City. Most
railroad crossings in the area are primarily atgrade (on the same level as the roadway),
creating safety issues for motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. The UPRR alignment can be
considered the most disruptive of freight rail lines
in the area due to its high volume of trains (20+
trains per day) and its location at the center of
the community’s residential sections. Currently
the 47th and York at-grade vehicular crossing and
the newly constructed bicycle and pedestrian
bridge represent the only crossings of the UPRR
line north of I-70 in Denver. As additional crossing
at 52nd Avenue would provide additional
connectivity in the community.
The BNSF freight rail line runs parallel to the
Regional Transportation District’s (RTD) N-Line.
Brighton Boulevard crosses under each of these
rail facilities at the jurisdictional border of the
City and Commerce City. This crossing (Focus
Area 2 shown as Figure 5) is an aging concrete
structure with low vertical clearance and is
critical for both commuters and trucks. The
structure is in need of structural, safety, and
aesthetic improvements. Crossings of both the
UPRR and the BNSF lines will require extensive
coordination with rail operators to identify
specific requirements as well as design
opportunities and constraints. Smaller freight rail
tail tracks can also be found through the study
area. These smaller networks primarily serve
local businesses, providing them with
connections to regional freight lines. Future
crossings will most likely be limited to above
grade or below grade crossings as Public Utility
Commission standards will preclude at-grade
configuration due to safety concerns.
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Brighton Boulevard
Underpass

Figure 5: Focus Area 2 encompasses the Brighton Blvd.
connection under regional fright and commuter rail lines.
This transition occurs at the jurisdictional boundary between
Adams County and the City of Denver

The York Street underpass is a small concrete structure that is
difficult for large trucks to navigate and presents safety hazards
for all modes and users. Short approaches on either side of the
underpass provide limited sight-distance for drivers and the
structure provides little accommodation for bikes and
pedestrians
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Figure 6. Transit

Figure 6: The Transit Map shows all existing RTD bus stops within the study area as well as their associated routes.
The N-Line Commuter Rail line runs adjacent to the westside of Brighton Boulevard and includes a communityserving transit station where Brighton Boulevard turns northeast at 49th Ave. The N-Line Commuter Rail station is
an important regional connection for area residents and is accessible to large portions of the neighborhood.
Improvements along 52nd Ave that cross existing freight rail lines would provide enhanced and convenient
connections to this important mobility center from northern residential areas

COMMUTER RAIL AND BUS TRANSIT
RTD’s North Metro Corridor Commuter Rail Line (N Line) and the NWC’s
N-Line station are the study area’s only rail transit amenities. It is be
critical for new and existing multimodal connections from residential
neighborhoods to the station to be identified and improved. The City has
added new infrastructure including the new pedestrian and bicycle
bridge at 47th Avenue, new bike lanes, and new sidewalks to improve
access for area residents. These improvements are facilitating important
multimodal connections to the rail station. Bus transit is also an
important transportation element for area residents. RTD’s Route 48 has
an active bus stop located along 52nd Avenue, adjacent to Swansea
Neighborhood Park. This stop, along with ample parking found near the
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Swansea Park
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park, has created an informal park-n-ride for neighborhood transit users, a condition that should be considered
in future street and park improvements. Route 48 connects area residents to downtown Denver and Commerce
City, two important regional employment hubs.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN CONDITIONS
Figure 7. Pedestrian Facilities

Figure 7 illustrates existing sidewalk gaps in the study area. Sidewalk gaps are a major barrier for pedestrian connectively in
the study area. Gaps are particularly problematic for children, residents who rely on walking for transportation, and users
with physical disabilities. Larger gaps occur in areas near industrial and commercial uses. However, smaller more impactful
gaps are found throughout residential portions of the neighborhood

PEDESTRIAN
The Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods has significant portions of streets with deficient or non-existent
sidewalks. The majority of deficient or missing sidewalks are found in industrial areas of the neighborhood.
However, many streets within residential areas are also deficient or missing sidewalks. The City has prioritized
new connections and will be using voter-approved bond funding to construct new sidewalks, curb, and gutter
through 2027. Many of the new facilities are located near or directly on 52nd Avenue. East-west sidewalk
connectivity is hampered by the UPRR line, forcing pedestrians to travel south to 47th Avenue to cross at the
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newly constructed bicycle and pedestrian bridge. A new pedestrian connection north of this location would
better serve residents in northern portions of the neighborhood, allowing direct connections to Brighton
Boulevard, the South Platte River Trail, NWC, and the NWC N-Line station.
Figure 8. Bicycle Facilities

Figure 8 illustrates all existing and proposed bicycle facilities within the study area. Existing bike lanes were
recently constructed along 47th Ave and Brighton Blvd, providing enhanced bike connections to the 47th Ave
pedestrian bridge and the N-Line Commuter Rail station. Future improvement will provide new bike
connections for residents east of the Rail Line to the 47th Avenue pedestrian bridge, creating multimodal
connections to the National Western Center and the N-Line Commuter rail station

BICYCLE
To cross the UPRR, bicycles, like pedestrians, can only safety
cross at 47th Avenue. New connections over the rail line to the
north could provide better and more direct connections to the
NWC, the South Platte River Trail, Brighton Boulevard’s bicycle
facility, and NWC N-Line station for residents located near 52nd
Avenue. New bicycle facilities in the project area have also
been identified as part of the City’s larger bicycle program and
are in planning, design, and installation. Near 52nd Avenue, a
new bicycle facility will run north-south along Steele Street,
meandering through the neighborhood until it connects with
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A cyclist using the existing 47th Ave bike lane.
The bike lane provides a comfortable biking
experience by horizontally separating cyclist
from the vehicular travel lanes with a painted
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the 47th Avenue pedestrian and bicycle bridge and the NWC N-Line station to the west. This important
connection will also serve transit users accessing RTD’s Route 48 bus stop at Swansea Neighborhood Park.

FOCUS AREA EXISTING CONDITIONS
The following information provides existing conditions analysis for each of the three Focus Areas identified as
part of the 52nd Avenue study.
Figure 9. Focus Area 1

Figure 9: 3 Focus Area 1 focuses on 52nd Ave from Colorado Boulevard to Brighton Boulevard. Areas of particular
focus include the Vasquez / Colorado Boulevard / 52nd Avenue intersection, potential crossings configurations of rail
lines, and new connections to Brighton Boulevard on the west side of freight rail lines.

FOCUS AREA 1
This focus area includes the area designated as a possible crossing location of the UPRR by the North
Metropolitan Industrial Area Connectivity Study. The land use mix of residential and industrial uses have created
a transportation environment in which pedestrians, bicyclists, and freight trucks must be balanced in order
enhance overall mobility and safety. The following information provides detailed existing condition information
for Focus Area 1.

RIGHT-OF-WAY
Picture ofPublic right-of-way along 52nd Avenue within the
study area is not contiguous and creates major challenges
to connecting Brighton and Colorado Boulevards. Right-ofway acquisition and potential impacts to adjacent
residents and businesses may be required depending on
the preferred crossing solution and its associated street
section. The following information provides a summary of
the right-of-way differences along 52nd Avenue.
West of UPRR – no or limited right-of-way available
Narrow Right-of-Way along 52nd Ave. at Thompson
Court and the BNSF freight rail line

 No right-of-way exists from York Street to
Thompson Court

 Less than 20 feet +/- wide from Thompson Court to Filmore Street/UPRR right-of-way
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East of UPRR – more, but still limited right-of-way available
 60 feet +/- wide from Steele Street to Vasquez Boulevard
 50 feet +/- wide from St. Paul Street to Steele Street
 Less than 20 feet +/- wide from Milwaukee Street to St. Paul
Street

SIDEWALKS
Most existing sidewalks along 52nd Avenue are non-conforming
sidewalks because they are not at least five-feet wide and do not
meet current City or Americans with Disabilities Act standards. In
some cases, utility poles are in the middle of sidewalks and in other
locations sidewalks are missing entirely. Curb, gutter, and tree lawns
are also missing in many locations. The following information
provides a summary of sidewalk conditions in Focus Area 1.

Swansea Park provides a small playground
and a paved path that crosses the park.
The park is surrounded by residential and
commercial uses.

West of UPRR
 52nd Avenue only exists for one block (between Thompson Court to Filmore Street) and no
sidewalk exists on either side of 52nd Avenue in this section. Further, power poles block
numerous sections of sidewalk, creating an accessibility issue for pedestrians.
East of UPRR
 Narrow attached sidewalks exist on both side of 52nd Avenue
from Vasquez Boulevard to Monroe Street. However, a
retaining wall abuts the southern sidewalk and is attached to
the sidewalk from Vasquez to mid-block between Jackson
and Monroe Streets, preventing sidewalk widening without
wall relocation and right-of-way acquisition.
A half-block section between Monroe Street and Cook Street
has narrow existing attached sidewalk only on the south side
of 52nd Avenue. West of this location there is no sidewalk on
either side of 52nd Avenue until reaching the Swansea
Neighborhood Park frontage between Adams and Steele
Streets. This location has the best sidewalk condition along
the entire corridor, but additional improvements are still
needed. Overhead power pole lines on either side of 52nd
Avenue limit widening the existing sidewalks without
relocation of the overhead powerlines.
 West of the Swansea Neighborhood Park, no sidewalks exist
on either side of 52nd Avenue from Steele to Milwaukee
Streets.
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Some sidewalks exist within the study
area but are not part of a continuous
network, making it difficult for
pedestrians to navigate safely to local
destinations and locations
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Figure 10. Sidewalk Gaps (1)

Figure 10: East of the freight rail line a new sidewalk is scheduled for construction in 2021. This important connection
will offer pedestrian connections to Swansea Park and further south, the 47th Ave pedestrian bridge. New sidewalks are
also planned where missing along 52nd Ave. Elimination of smaller sidewalk gaps found throughout residential areas
will provide a cohesive and navigable pedestrian environment for all user types. Of particular importance will be the
addition of new pedestrian connections on the west side of the rail line to provide pedestrians connection to Brighton
Boulevard, the Platte River trail, and the N-Line Commuter Rail Station
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Figure 11. Sidewalk Gaps (2)

Figure 11: Proposed sidewalk construction for 2021 on the southside of Focus Area 2. Like areas further north,
substantial gaps in the sidewalk network are found on larger, industrial focused blocks. Smaller gaps are found within
residential neighborhoods, particularly near the 47th Ave Pedestrian Bridge. While small, these gaps represent a
significant barrier for residential pedestrian connectivity. A new sidewalk is proposed along 48th Ave south of Elyria
Park. This improvement is projected for completion in 2021 and provides an important east-west pedestrian
connection to Brighton Blvd and the N-Line Commuter Rail Station from neighborhood residential areas

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
West of UPRR (possible future 52nd Alignments)
 Limited connectivity/street network due to large block sizes and parcels (created by
primarily industrial uses)
 Limited or non-existent right‐of‐way
 Large properties, including the City’s impound lot and private auto-oriented businesses, are
located in the potential route for future 52nd Avenue connections
 Lack of existing complementary bike and pedestrian infrastructure along Brighton Boulevard
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52nd Avenue at the UPRR (possible 52nd crossing of UPRR)
 Possible underpass may not allow storm water drainage to South Platte River without
substantial investment and cost due to the relatively shallow water table
 Coordination with railroads will be critical in determining a future alignment and for
constructability of a crossing
 Currently there are 12 trains/day averaging 20 mph, precluding the possibility of a future atgrade crossing due to operational and safety issues
East side of 52nd Avenue (East of UPRR)
 Expanding the street section to the north or south will impact the park, residents, business,
or the manufactured home community
 Substantial areas of missing sidewalks, curb, and gutter
 RTD’s Route 48 bus stop at Swansea Neighborhood Park is a highly utilized stop that is
currently functioning as a park-n-ride
 Multiple uncontrolled access points for area businesses
 Areas of local flooding during storm events due to the lack of curb and gutter and ponding
from the UPRR
Intersection of 52nd Avenue, Vasquez Boulevard, and Colorado Boulevard
 Short horizontal distance
between Vasquez and
Colorado Boulevard
intersections is challenging
for the implementation of a
crossing structure that could
serve all traffic movements
 Changes will require
extensive coordination with
CDOT
 Business-serving railroad
tracks and the frontage road
between Vasquez and
Colorado Boulevards add
further challenges to
interchange design as they
must be accommodated in
the future configuration
 Lack of current bike and
pedestrian access across
Vasquez Boulevard to
Colorado Boulevard
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The intersection of 52nd Avenue and Vasquez Boulevard is one of the
busiest in the study area. Possible extension of the intersection east to
Colorado Boulevard would provide additional vehicular connectivity.
However, rail lines, topographic conditions, and multiple traffic movements
would require extensive structural improvements
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Figure 12. Colorado Blvd and Vasquez Blvd Intersection

Figure 12: The Colorado Blvd / Vasquez Boulevard and 52nd Ave intersection features limited connections for
pedestrians and bicyclists. At Colorado Blvd crosswalks, ramps, and pedestrian signals have been added. However, once
pedestrians reach Colorado Blvd no sidewalks exist north, south, or east of the intersection. Vehicular connections are
also provided, allowing access from 52nd to Vasquez Boulevard. However, no vehicular connections are available to
connect 52nd to Colorado Boulevard or 52nd Ave east of Colorado Boulevard. The development of a full movement
intersection connecting 52nd to both Vasquez Blvd and Colorado Blvd will require extensive coordination with CDOT
and is constrained by railroads short distances, topography, and the multitude of movements that would need to be
accommodated
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FOCUS AREA 2
This important underpass is
heavily used by study area
trucks, commercial users,
and commuters and
provides a direct connection
between I-70 to the south
and I-225 to the north along
Brighton Boulevard. While
Brighton Boulevard has seen
substantial improvements,
this aging structure is
deficient and often causes
significant traffic delay. The
structure does not meet
bicycle and pedestrian
needs and presents
significant safety concerns
for these travel modes.
However, the structure
does provide a vehicular
underpass crossing of both
the BNSF RR tracks and
RTD’s N Line. The underpass
is also located at the
jurisdictional boundaries of
the City, Commerce City, and
Adams County.

Figure 13. Focus Area 2

Figure 43: Focus Area 2 encompasses the existing Brighton Street underpass at York
Street. In its current configuration the underpass represents a barrier to multimodal
transportation, experiences flooding during storms, and has multiple safety issues
related to vertical clearance and sight distance.

EXISTING CONDITION
CONSIDERATIONS
 Tight curves and turning
radii leading into and out
of the underpass
frequently impede the
movements of large trucks,
bottlenecking this
important regional
connection A substandard
vertical clearance of 11’-4”
between the BNSF rail
line’s reinforced culvert
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Large semi-truck navigating the
underpass and turn carefully causing
delay for other vehicles
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Tight curve leading into the small
York Street underpass

EXISTING CONDITIONS

structure and grade prevents some large vehicles from using the connection
 Damage to the structure has occurred from multiple vehicular collisions, threatening its
structural integrity
 It is a dark and narrow passage that includes no bike and pedestrian facilities
 Improvements must be coordinated with BNSF, RTD, Adams County, and Commerce City
 Location near the South Platte River may make it difficult for the underpass to go any
deeper (to increase clearance) due to the shallow water table
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FOCUS AREA 3

Figure 14. Focus Area 3

Figure 14: Focus Area 3 includes an examination of mobility connections between the National Wester Center,
surrounding residential areas, and the N-Line Commuter Rail Transit station. Primary considerations in this study
area include the identification of pedestrian and bicycle improvements that could better connect residents across
rail lines to neighborhood amenities, transportation, and important neighborhood community centers.

Newly constructed bicycle and pedestrian
bridge along 47th Avenue

Newly constructed protected bike lane near the
N-Line Commuter Rail Station

This 52nd Avenue Focus Area was included to identify possible bike and pedestrian improvements that could
facilitate safe and convenient travel and access to the National Wester Center as well as RTD’s N line station for
area residents. Improvements in the area will leverage the recently constructed 47th Avenue bike and pedestrian
bridge, creating a cohesive multimodal network that includes both east and west side of the UPRR. Community
feedback found that most residents want better pedestrian connections, improved bike access, and vehicular
drop-off areas in Focus Area 3.
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Figure 15. Focus Area 3 Planned Projects

Figure 15: A few City investments outside of the 52nd Avenue study have begun to address several community
desires and needs including:
1. New sidewalk along 48th Avenue (planned)
1

22. A new bicycle facility along 47th Avenue (complete)
3.
3 New pedestrian and bike facilities along Brighton Boulevard (complete)
4.
4 A new bike and pedestrian crossing of the UPRR at 47th Avenue (complete)

LAND USE
A significant amount of the project
area consists of industrial and
residential land uses. Industrial
uses are primarily located west
and north of the UPRR, while
residential uses are primarily
located east and south of the rail
line. However, a large grouping of
residences lie west of the rail line
and south of 48th Avenue. Outside
of residential and industrial uses, a
limited number of commercial,
parks, and community-serving
institutional uses can be found
throughout the project area.
Along 52nd Avenue and east of the
UPRR tracks, residential uses
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primarily occupy the south side of 52nd Avenue, with a small enclave of residential uses found just west of the
rail line on the south side of 52nd Avenue. A manufactured home community is located on the north side of 52nd
Avenue at Steele Street. Across from the manufactured home community is the Swansea Neighborhood Park,
which includes a busy RTD bus stop, a new playground, and turf fields. Between the rail line and Brighton
Boulevard several large-parcel auto-oriented commercial uses can be found including the Denver Sheriff’s
Vehicle Impound Facility, auto part pick-n-pay businesses, and smaller repair shops. In general, it can be
assumed that existing land uses, and zoning mirror the complexion of other parts of the Elyria and Swansea
neighborhoods and consist of a mix of modest residential homes on typical residential lots that border large
parcels of auto- and rail-oriented manufacturing, warehousing, and industrial uses. The following sections
provide an in-depth analysis of business located along 52nd Avenue as well as a qualitative assessment of
proximal residential uses.
Figure 5: Focus Area 3 Land Use

Figure 16: Land Use in Focus Area 3 comprises large industrial and commercial businesses intermixed with smaller
residential blocks, parks, and civic oriented uses. The dichotomy of large industrial uses near residential
neighborhoods creates a diverse transportation environment in which large trucks, rail roads, cars, bikes, and
pedestrians must be balanced and accommodated.
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USES
Commercial, industrial, and manufacturing uses are plentiful in the 52nd Avenue study area and generally mirror
the mix of residential and industrial found in other parts of the Elyria Swansea Neighborhood. The following
analysis provides an in-depth analysis of the type, size, use, and history of these important employment
generating uses along 52nd Avenue.
Between Brighton and Vasquez Boulevards every parcel bordering 52nd Avenue is zoned I‐B (General Industrial)
with a UO‐2 overlay (Use Overlay District). The I‐B district as outlined in Section 9.1.2.1.C of Denver’s zoning
code is defined as a district that is intended:
...to be an employment area containing industrial uses that are generally more
intensive than uses permitted in the I‐A [Light Industrial] zone district. The overall
purpose of the district is to promote industrial development and economic activity.
No new residential uses may be established in the I‐B zone district in order to
promote and continue a stable employment base for the city.
Nine parcels were identified as seen in Figure 17 and analyzed as seen in Table 1. The Map ID numbers in Table 1
correspond to the parcel numbers and labels on the map and are generally organized from west to east.
Figure 17. Select Parcels along 52nd Avenue

Figure 17: In addition to residences a substantial number of businesses can be found adjacent to the 52nd
Ave corridor. These businesses rely on the locations easy and convent access to area arterial streets and
interstates.
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Two pictures show the industrial lot located at 52nd Avenue and Thompson Court

Table 1. Select Industrial and Commercial Parcels Along 52nd Avenue
MAP ID PROPERTY OWNER

SITE ADDRESS

BUSINESS NAME (TYPE)

19

SC Brown LLC

5201 N. York St.

Ecogas (Gasoline Station)

102

SC Brown LLC

5190 N. Brighton
Boulevard.

Rojas Detailing (Automotive Detailing)

103

SC Brown LLC

5175 N. York St.

Villalobos Towing (Motor Vehicle Towing)

34

North Park Transportation
Co.

5150 N. Columbine St.

North Park Transportation Co. (Trucking ‐ Motor
Freight)

58

Steele Street Limited

5240 N. Columbine St

Valley Equipment Leasing (Trucking ‐ Motor
Freight)

5

2655 52nd LLC

2655 52nd Avenue

All Around Towing and All Star Towing Denver LLC.

39

A & B Building Company

3101 52nd Avenue

Power Equipment Rental, Frostline Mechanical,
WATA Games, etc.

35

Nebraska Transport Co. Inc.

5255 N. Steele St.

Cross Country Freight Solutions

22

52nd Avenue Properties LLC

5208 N. Adams St.

JK Concepts (Woodworking), and Emerald Isle
Landscaping & Company (Landscaping Services)

Source: City and County of Denver Assessor, Arland Land Use Economics

Most parcels have only one operating business on them. A few have more than one or are a multi‐tenant
building (see Map ID 39). The businesses operating on these parcels are industrial in nature, which aligns with
the zoning for this area. Most, but not all, businesses are associated with trucking, towing, or are related to
motor vehicles in some way.

PROPERTY DETAILS
The nine parcels comprise a total area of about 33.3 acres. Improvements on these parcels were mostly built
after 1960 and total about 120,600 square feet of space, as seen in Table 2. Buildings on these parcels are
primarily in the form of industrial manufacturing or warehouse space (two and three‐star). The total value of all
properties is about $17.8 million. Of this, 59% is associated with improvements and 41% is the land value.
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Table 2. Land, Improvements, and Value
MAP ID

LAND (S.F.)

IMPROVEMENT
AREA (S.F.)

YEAR
BUILT

TOTAL VALUE

LAND VALUE

IMPROVEMENT
VALUE

19

21,649

4,276

1947

$500,700

$276,000

$224,700

102

27,029

2,945

1961

$585,000

$405,400

$179,600

103

16,342

—

—

$261,200

$245,100

$16,100

34

310,301

29,526

1969

$4,760,300

$1,582,500

$3,177,800

58

210,498

10,296

1977

$2,116,200

$1,136,700

$979,500

5

514,000

251

1980

$1,697,200

$1,696,200

$1,000

39

58,000

24,250

1963

$2,452,500

$348,100

$2,104,400

35

132,085

11,640

1967

$2,008,700

$792,500

$1,216,200

22

162,595

37,440

1983

$3,500,000

$926,800

$2,573,200

Source: City and County of Denver Assessor, Arland Land Use Economics

BUSINESS DETAILS
The estimated number of employees at businesses in operation on seven of the nine parcels for which such data
was available is about 460, as seen in Table 3. The sales volume associated with the same seven parcels is
approximately $56.3 million. The largest operation by far is North Park Transportation Co., which accounts for
about 69% of the employees and 61% of the sales volume of all businesses identified.

Table 3. Employment and Sales Volume
MAP ID

BUSINESS NAME

EMPLOYEES (EST.)

SALES VOLUME (EST.) (000'S)

19

Ecogas

5

$3,929

102

Rojas Detailing 1

3

$374

103

Villalobos Towing 1

3

$213

34

North Park Transportation Co.

315

$34,600

58

Valley Equipment Leasing

30

$4,508

5

All Around Towing and All Star
Towing Denver LLC

3

$213

39

Power Equipment Rental, Frontline
Mechanical, WATA Games, ETC.

18

$1,292

35

Cross Country Freight Solutions

40

$6,010

22

JK Concepts and Emarald Isle
Landscaping Company

40

$5,164

457

$56,303

Total

Source: City and County of Denver Assessor, Arland Land Use Economics
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PROPERTY SALES AND RENT
In the past decade, a few properties have changed ownership. Of the eight parcels in which sales have occurred
(and information is available), five sales have occurred since 2010 and a sixth transaction occurred in 2008, as
seen in Table 4.

Table 4. Sales and Rent
MAP ID

LAST YEAR SALE

SALE PRICE

19

2013

$

468,000.00

—

102

2013

$

375,000.00

—

103

2013

$

375,000.00

—

34

—

—

$9‐$11/SF

58

2017

$ 2,300,000.00

$8‐$10/SF

5

2008

—

—

39

1994

35

1989

—

—

22

2014

$ 3,100,000.00

$9‐$10/SF

$

420,000.00

ESTIMATED RENT

$5/SF

Source: City and County of Denver Assessor, Arland Land Use Economics

The estimated rent price on an improved square foot basis is primarily in the $8‐$10 range. These rates generally
correspond with the most valuable parcels with the highest sales volume. Map ID 39 corresponds with the one
multi‐tenant building that houses several businesses operating out of its approximately five to eight leasable
units.

RESIDENTIAL USES
Traditional residential areas are found throughout
the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods, including
the residential areas of the 52nd Avenue study area
are no different. Residential areas consist of quiet
local streets with modest single-family homes,
duplexes and smaller apartment buildings and
range in height from one to two stories, with
garages and small accessory buildings oriented to
the alleys. Across the larger neighborhoods
residential areas have been reduced in size in
recent years due to the construction of I-70 and the
Typical Elyria-Swansea single family homes. (Photo
expansion of the National Western Stock Show
courtesy of the City’s Elyria-Swansea Neighborhood
Complex. To counter this development, the Elyria
Plan)
Swansea Neighborhood Plan recommended
expanding housing choice and options, especially near future commuter rail stations. Residential uses near 52nd
are generally built on Denver’s north-south local street grid with buildings that are oriented to the side streets
rather than 52nd Avenue. Vehicular access is provided from the street and through mid-block alleys, with the
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exception of the manufactured home
community located just north of 52nd
Avenue across from Swansea
Neighborhood Park. Within this
community, homes are arranged around
private roads and interior circulation.
Most residential uses are located east of
the rail line; however, a small enclave of
single-family homes sits west of the rail
line and just south of 52nd Avenue.
Residential areas of the 52nd Avenue study
area are similar in form and size to other
residential areas of Elyria and Swansea
neighborhoods with modest homes
typically over 100 years old. In some
residential areas near 52nd Avenue,
sidewalks, tree lawns, and curb and gutter Single-family homes located across the street from Swansea Park
are deficient or missing entirely. As with
other areas of the neighborhoods, residential uses near 52nd Avenue are near rail lines, truck routes, and
industrial uses due to the area’s history and related built environment development.

UTILITIES
Utility impacts and potential relocations, both
under and aboveground, are important
considerations during the alternative’s evaluation
and future design phases. The zoning and land use
for the study area ranges from residential to
industrial, requiring a varying demand for utility
consumption. The utilities identified within the
study area consist of backbone infrastructure
paralleled by smaller mains serving the surrounding
neighborhoods. The infrastructure identified in the
study area is based on utility maps provided by
local utility providers.

Single-family homes located across the street from businesses
along 51st Avenue
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WATER
Table 5 identifies the water main infrastructure within each focus area based on mapping provided by Denver
Water. Several of the roadways identified below include multiple water mains running parallel to one another.

Table 5. Study Area Water Infrastructure
Focus Area 1
52nd Avenue

Branch Lines (extending
out from 52nd Avenue)

Focus Area 2

Focus Area 3



60-inch steel conduit Vasquez Boulevard to Adams Street, continues north
along Adams Street



8-inch ductile iron (DI) main/ cast iron (CI) main Vasquez Boulevard to
Milwaukee Street
•

Transitions to 12-inch polyvinyl chloride (PVC) beneath UPRR

•

Transitions to 12-inch DI at Thompson Court where it heads south



8-inch CI north in line with N. Harrison St



16-inch DI north along N. Garfield St



8-inch CI north along N. Monroe St



8-inch CI south; 6-inch DI north along N. Cook St



6-inch CI north along N. Adams St



8-inch CI north; 8-inch DI south that turns into 12-inch DI along N. Steele St



8-inch CI south along N. Saint Paul St



6-inch DI south along N. Milwaukee St



4-inch DI south along N. Fillmore St



60-inch steel conduit – appears to be outside of the underpass, northeast
of the asphalt. Crosses beneath the BNSF tracks.



12-inch CI runs along Brighton Boulevard and continues north along the
southeast face of the underpass and north along the east side of the BNSF.
Does not cross beneath underpass.



42-inch steel conduit runs along Brighton Boulevard continues northwest
in York Street beneath the BNSF underpass.



N. High Street Water Main Infrastructure:
•



E. 48th Ave Water Main Infrastructure:
•
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24-inch DI conduit runs south of E. 48th Ave north to E. 49th Ave
6-inch DI/CI Main between York St and N. Brighton Boulevard

E. 49th Ave Water Main Infrastructure:
•

24-inch steel conduit transition to 36-inch steel at N. Race Street

•

12-inch CI between York St and N. Race St
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SANITARY SEWER
The existing sanitary sewer mains identified within the study area are based on the City’s Department of Public
Works Wastewater Management Division Sanitary Sewer Plat Maps.
The sanitary sewer infrastructure within Focus Area 1 of the 52nd Avenue corridor from Vasquez Boulevard to
Colorado Boulevard is minimal. The City’s sanitary sewer system drains south to north within the roadways,
perpendicular to 52nd Avenue. The sewer mains cross the corridor in several locations typically via an 8-inch PVC
pipe or vitrified clay pipe (VCP). The sanitary mains adjacent to Focus Area 2 remain along the southeast side of
the York Street underpass and do not cross beneath the BNSF tracks. A public force main and lift station is
shown in the City Sanitary Plat maps southeast of the underpass where it appears sanitary is pumped into an 8inch VCP and gravity sewers southwesterly along Brighton Boulevard. The sanitary sewer within Focus Area 3
consists primarily of 8-inch VCP that serves the surrounding residential lots. A 48-inch brick sewer main in York
Street conveys flow north.

ELECTRIC
FOCUS AREA 1
Overhead electric utility lines run along the south side of 52nd Avenue from Vasquez Boulevard to the Swansea
Neighborhood Park. From here, the overhead utilities cross 52nd Avenue and head north into the alley adjacent
to the manufactured home sites. Several other overhead utility crossings occur from the south side of 52nd
Avenue north aligning with the alleys. An overhead transmission line runs parallel along the east side of Steele
Street. West of Steele Street a secondary overheard power line runs along the north side of 52nd Avenue in front
of the Moto-Lab business. An overhead power pole at the south side of 52nd Avenue in the alley between N. St.
Paul Street and N. Milwaukee Street connects to the north side of the street. West of the UPPR the 52nd Avenue
corridor is lined with overhead utility lines and power poles up to N. Thompson Court.

FOCUS AREA 2
The east side of Brighton Boulevard approaching Focus Area 2 consists of overhead utilities and power poles
that lie just east of the edge of asphalt. Several overhead utilities exist along the west side of the York Street
underpass.

FOCUS AREA 3
Focus Area 3 includes overhead lines strung along large diameter poles along the west side of York Street. Both
sides of York Street are lined with overhead utilities. The north side of E. 49th Ave is lined with overhead utilities
and poles situated off the north edge of the drive lane. Race Street includes overhead lines strung along large
poles along the west side of the street. Both sides of Race Street are lined with overhead utilities.

STORMWATER AND DRAINAGE
The study area is located within the I-70 and Colorado Boulevard Basin (006-01) and the I-70 and York Basin
(006-02). These basins are situated at the downstream end of several other major drainage basins all draining
into the South Platte River. During major storm events it is common for these downstream basins to receive
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trans-basin flow or surface carryover flow from several upstream basins. This has been identified to increase the
risk of flooding within portions of the study area. The City’s 2019 Storm Drainage Master Plan Model identifies
numerous areas of potential flood inundation within the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods. The existing storm
infrastructure within these basins is anticipated to pond water during a minor storm event while significant
widespread areas of potential inundation are expected during a 100-year storm event.
Regional drainage and major drainageway planning studies within these basins as well as the upstream basins
are underway. Improvements to the upstream drainage facilities are anticipated to alleviate portions of the
trans-basin flow entering the study area and help reduce flooding, however, significant drainage deficiencies
within the neighborhood remain. During outreach on this project, several members of the public expressed
concern about inundation and drainage on and adjacent to 52nd Avenue.
As the alternatives and design options for Focus Area 1 and reconstruction of the underpass at York/Brighton
could require significant ground disturbance, potential inundation areas for Focus Areas 1 and 2 were identified:
 Existing UPPR right-of-way creates a major barrier for surface flow and causes broad flooding of the
Swansea neighborhood beginning south of E. 51st Avenue and spanning north across 52nd Avenue to E.
54th Avenue.
 Intersection of 52nd Avenue and Cook Street
 Intersection of 52nd Avenue and Adams Street
 Intersection of 52nd Avenue and Saint Paul Street
 Existing BNSF right-of-way creates a barrier along Brighton Boulevard causing flooding in several areas
near the intersection with York Street
 The York Street underpass beneath the BNSF is a low point prone to flooding

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The focus of this section pertains to potential hazardous materials in the study area as the alternatives and
design options for the 52nd Avenue alignment and reconstruction of the underpass at York Street/Brighton
Boulevard have the potential for ground disturbance.
Available government database information prepared by GeoSearch was reviewed to evaluate any listed
facilities within search distances of 1/8-mile and 1/4-mile of 52nd Avenue, between Brighton Boulevard and
Colorado Boulevard (see red boundary in Figure 18). A total of 88 facilities were identified from the agency
database report in that area. The project team reviewed the database information, particularly with respect to
the location of each facility relative to the project area and the status of the listing. Many of the incidents listed
in the database report have been closed by the regulatory agency; therefore, it is not likely that these facilities
currently pose a potential to impact the study area. A table that corresponds to Figure 18 and provides the
name, address, and environmental concern related to the property can be found in Appendix A. This
information should be refreshed during any future project phase. It is likely, given the site conditions, that a
materials management plan may be required prior to beginning any construction with ground disturbance.
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Figure 18. Hazardous Materials Focus Area

Figure 18: Hazardous materials focus area, which shows search distances of 1/8-mile and ¼-mile of 52nd Avenue,
between Brighton Boulevard and Colorado Boulevard.
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The study area is also located in the Vasquez Boulevard and I-70 (Vasquez/I-70) Superfund site due to the
location of two smelting plants in the vicinity (EPA, 2021). Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, also known as the “Superfund” law, the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) investigates and cleans up sites with hazardous substance contamination. Heavily contaminated
sites requiring long-term investigation and action are listed on the National Priorities List (NPL). The Vasquez/
I-70 site is listed on the NPL
due to the deposition of
Figure 19. NPL Boundary and Operable Units
heavy metals in the soils and
groundwater from the
smelting plants. The study
area, as indicated by the star
in the map to the right, is
location in “Operable Unit
1”, which included
residential soils in more
than 4,500 yards across
northeast Denver. As part of
the investigation and
cleanup from 2003 to 2006,
the EPA conducted soil
sampling and cleanup of
properties with elevated
levels of lead and/or arsenic,
provided lead paint
assessments abatement,
and created a Community
Health Program to raise
awareness about lead and
arsenic hazards. While the
Superfund site as a whole
has not been removed from
the NPL, Operable Unit 1
was removed from the NPL
in 2019.

Figure 19: Vasquez Boulevard and I-70 NPL Boundary and Operable
Units
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PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Understanding the ideas, perspectives, and needs of key stakeholders was critical to building broadly supported
decisions and solutions. The involvement of neighborhood residents, business owners, local advocacy groups,
and other community members was emphasized throughout the feasibility study process and feedback was
solicited at key decision points to guide the alternatives evaluation and shape the study recommendations.

OUTREACH MATERIALS
STUDY WEB PAGE
A study web page on the City’s website was established early in the study effort (www.bit.ly/52ndAveStudy).
The page provided a study introduction and background, outlined study goals, study area, and schedule. The City
Project Manager’s contact information was provided along with an invitation to call or email with questions or
comments. Community survey results and videos of each community open house meeting were available along
with draft alternatives evaluation outcomes.

DOOR-TO-DOOR FLYERS
Flyers were distributed door-to-door at homes and businesses
in the study area in October 2020. These flyers included
information in English and Spanish to introduce the study,
provide contact information, and invite participation in the
study’s initial community survey. Recipients were encouraged
to join the project mailing list to receive notice of online
community meetings and other study information.

INITIAL COMMUNITY SURVEY
The initial community survey was conducted online for a twoweek period in October 2020. Community members were
invited to answer questions about transportation preferences,
needed and desired improvements, importance of specific
transportation projects, and travel patterns. More than 30
people completed the survey, which was used as a valuable tool
to shape project decisions. Detailed survey results can be found
in Appendix B.

Flyers distributed in English and Spanish

STUDY NOTICES
Study notices were sent at four key milestones to provide information and advertise public engagement
opportunities. Each study notice was sent through email blast to over 500 contacts including those established
from other study area planning projects and study stakeholders compiled for this effort. The following notices
were sent:
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 Study introduction and invitation to participate in community survey
 Invitation to first virtual community open house
 Invitation to second virtual community open house
 Notice of final study recommendations and Feasibility Study Report availability (planned)
In addition to the project mailing list, notices were distributed by City Council District 9’s office and other local
groups to their established contact lists via email and social media.

MEETINGS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM
The study included the formation of a Project Management Team (PMT) that met to provide technical input and
guidance prior to each stakeholder and public outreach point. The PMT facilitated inter- and intra-agency
coordination regarding future improved facilities, provided guidance regarding outreach methods and contacts,
and suggested refinements to planned presentations. The PMT included staff from Adams County and the
following City departments and groups:
 Department of Transportation and Infrastructure (DOTI)
 DOTI Transportation Project Management Group
 DOTI Operations Administration
 DOTI Major Projects and Program Implementation
 Community Planning and Development – Transportation Design Group
 Department of Parks and Recreation
 Department of Safety
 Department of Public Health and Environment Community Working Group
Two Community Working Groups (CWGs) were originally formed to focus on residential neighborhood and
business/community interests. The groups were combined after holding the first round of separate meetings to
allow all stakeholders to hear a variety of perspectives. The CWG met three times via videoconference to
facilitate open discussion with key stakeholder representatives, providing valuable input used to shape
evaluation criteria, alternatives development, and study recommendations. CWG members also advised the
project team regarding presentation of information at the community meetings. Simultaneous Spanish
interpretation was provided for the second and third meetings. Notes from CWG meetings can be found in
Appendix C.
CWG participants included representatives from the following organizations:
 Colorado Motor Carriers Association
 Denver City Council District 9
 Denver Neighborhood Equity and Stabilization Team
 Denver Streets Partnership
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 Focus Points Family Resource Center
 Globeville Elyria Swansea Coalition
 Globeville First
 Local businesses
 Local residents
 Northeast Transportation Connections

COMMUNITY MEETINGS
This study hosted two community meetings to provide information about study progress and to engage
community members in the planning process. It was important that neighborhood residents and local
businesses were able to clearly understand the study process and provide input regarding the desired
improvements.
To offer a safe, convenient way to participate during the COVID-19 pandemic, community meetings were held as
online open houses using a Zoom videoconference. Simultaneous Spanish interpretation was provided and
successfully engaged Spanish-speaking residents. Participants were able to join online via video or by phone to
listen to the conversation. Both meetings were
held in the same format, with a presentation by
project team members and interactive
opportunities for the audience including poll
questions, the chat feature, and open discussion
of questions and comments. The meetings were
recorded and placed on the project web page
for those who missed the meeting. PDF files of
the presentations were also made available
online following the meeting. Approximately 30
community members participated in each
meeting.
Online open house presentation
The study’s first virtual community open house
meeting was held November 18, 2020. This meeting provided an introduction to the study and gathered
preferences regarding improvement alternatives and 52nd Avenue cross section elements. Responses to polling
questions from that meeting (and the community survey) were the basis of evaluation criteria development.
Three alignments were presented at the public meeting and there was a slight preference for keeping 52nd
Avenue in the current alignment rather than pushing it to the north. Community members emphasized the need
for pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
The second virtual community open house meeting was held February 2, 2021 to review the Focus Areas of the
study, share the criteria and results of evaluating different alignment and design options, and seek public
feedback on the community’s short and long-term priorities for improving connectivity within the study area.
Participants shared that completion of the sidewalk network across the entirety of the study area is their
paramount concern and necessary to improve pedestrian safety and convenience. Community members
emphasized the importance of making sidewalk improvements along frequently traveled routes, with
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consideration for key neighborhood destinations as well as connection points to the existing (or planned) bike
and public transit network. In terms of longer-term priorities, community members expressed a clear preference
for building a bicycle/pedestrian bridge across the railroad to facilitate connectivity within, not through, the
neighborhood.
See Table 6 for a comprehensive list of key public and stakeholder engagement opportunities.

Table 6. Public and Stakeholder Engagement Opportunities
MEETING

DATE HELD

PMT Meeting #1

April 22, 2020

City Councilmember CdeBaca Briefing

May 28, 2020

Business & Community Services CWG Meeting #1
Neighborhood CWG Meeting #1

August 25, 2020
September 2, 2020

Initial Community Survey

October 2020

PMT Meeting #2

October 22, 2020

CWG Meeting #2

November 10, 2020

Community Meeting #1

November 18, 2020

PMT Meeting #3

January 12, 2021

CWG Meeting #3

January 21, 2021

Community Meeting #2

February 2, 2021

PMT Meeting #4
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COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Members of the project team met with representatives from the Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT) on December 22, 2020 to discuss the feasibility of connecting 52nd Avenue between Vasquez Boulevard
and Colorado Boulevard to provide better connectivity for businesses and freight traffic. Colorado Boulevard
(Colorado State Highway 2) and Vasquez Boulevard (US Highway 6) converge just north of 52nd Avenue. In
addition, there are railroad tracks that run parallel to Vasquez Boulevard, crossing the road around 53rd Avenue.
Connecting 52nd Avenue through this area would require an extensive bridge that would need to span Vasquez
Boulevard, Colorado Boulevard, and the railroad and would effectively remove access from 52nd Avenue to
Vasquez Boulevard (see Figure 12). The other option discussed was the potential for a new interchange that
would provide access to Vasquez and Colorado Boulevards and to 52nd Avenue east of the study area. An
interchange would require significant reconfiguration of the existing roadways and could potentially conflict
with the proposed reconfiguration of the I-270 and Vasquez Boulevard interchange, as shown in Figure 20. CDOT
expressed concern regarding potential property impacts, cost, and access/impacts to the frontage roads along
Vasquez and Colorado Boulevards.
Figure 20. Proposed I-270/Vasquez Boulevard Interchange Improvements

Source: CDOT I-270 Corridor Improvements website
Figure 20: The proposed I-270/Vasquez Boulevard interchange improvements are illustrated.
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ALTERNATIVES AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES
Based on recommendations from previous area studies and from stakeholder input, the project team developed
alternatives for Focus Area 1, which is 52nd Avenue, that ranged from providing full vehicular connectivity across
the railroad to not providing any connection across the railroad. All the alternatives include improvements to
existing sidewalks, construction of new sidewalks in areas where there are currently gaps and could potentially
include bicycle infrastructure or striping. The alternatives are not necessarily independent of one another, they
could be implemented and constructed in phases, depending on the community’s desires, need, and funding
availability.
Alternatives were not developed for the other Focus Areas; instead, recommendations and considerations for
future planning and design are included for Focus Areas 1 and 2. The Brighton/York underpass needs
replacement to improve safety and connectivity, especially for freight trucks, pedestrians, and cyclists. Public
input during meetings did express the need for construction of sidewalks in areas where there are gaps,
including areas in Focus Areas 1 and 3. The conceptual alternatives for Focus Area 1 are shown in Figure 21 and
further described on the following pages.
Figure 21. Focus Area 1 Alternatives

11

Figure 21: A map shows the four alternative alignments within Focus Area 1 in various colors.
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FOCUS AREA 1

Figure 22: Alternative 1 – Bicycle and Pedestrian
Crossing

ALTERNATIVE 1 – BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING
Alternative 1 provides bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity across the railroad, by means of an elevated
crossing structure, like the recently constructed
pedestrian and bicycle structure at 47th and York Street.
This connection would offer easier access to Brighton
Boulevard, South Platte River Trail, the N-Line Station,
and local and regional destinations.

1
Figure 22: Alternative 1 is illustrated with a yellow line
and a pedestrian crossing of the railroad is shown.

Figure 23: Alternative 1 – Bicycle and Pedestrian Crossing Visualization

Figure 23: A bike and pedestiran only connection would be simiarl to the 47th Avenue pedestrian bridge that was
recentley constructed in the Elyria- Swansea Neighborhood. This alternative would include bike and pedestrian
improvements on both the east and west sides of the freight rail alignment to connect residents to transit and
regional trails.
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ALTERNATIVE 2 – NEW ROAD
CONNECTION; 52ND ALIGNMENT

Figure 24: Alternative 2 – New Road Connection; 52nd Alignment

Alternative 2 provides a roadway
connection across the railroad, along the
existing 52nd Avenue alignment. This would
provide vehicular access to local
connections for residents and businesses.
The crossing of the railroad would require
either an underpass or overpass to avoid
an at-grade crossing. This alignment would
also construct curb and gutter for the
entire length of the improvements.
Figure 24: Alternative 2 is illustrated with a blue line.

Figure 25: Alternative 2 – New Road Connection; 52nd Alignment
(Overpass and Underpass Visualization)

A new bike, pedestrian, and vehicular connection could be construted as either an underpass or and overpass,
providing improved connections for all modes. Special consideration will need to be paid to residental and business
impacts near the underpass or overpass and may require realignment of existing streets. In either configuration
sidewalks and bike facilites would be improved on both east and west sides of the freight rail line.
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ALTERNATIVE 3 – NEW ROAD CONNECTION;
NORTHERN ALIGNMENT
Alternative 3 provides a roadway connection across
the railroad, north of the existing 52nd Avenue. 52nd
Avenue would remain and improvements for
pedestrians and bicyclists would be made along
52nd Avenue and on the new alignment. This
alignment would minimize the freight truck traffic
along 52nd Avenue and route it onto the new
alignment. The crossing of the railroad would
require either an underpass or overpass to avoid an
at-grade crossing. The concept was aligned to
intentionally avoid the manufactured home
community at Steele Street and 52nd Avenue. This
alignment would also construct curb and gutter for
the entire length of the improvements.

Figure 26: Alternative 3 – New Road Connection;
52nd Alignment

Figure 26: Alternative 3 is illustrated with a purple line.

Figure 27: Alternative 3 – New Road Connection; 52nd Alignment Visualization

Figure 27: A northern alginment crossing the freight rail in either an underpass or an overpass condition would have
limited impacts to residences along 52nd Avenue while also providing full access and movements to vehicles, bikes, and
pedestirans. However, this configuataion would impact business more than other alternatives evaluated.
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ALTERNATIVE 4 – LOCAL PEDESTRIAN AND
BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS WITH NO
CONNECTION ACROSS RAILROAD

Figure 28: Alternative 4 – Local Pedestrian and Bicycle
Improvements with No Connection Across Railroad

Alternative 4 does not provide any
connection across the railroad but would
include pedestrian and bicycle
improvements throughout to the corridor.

Figure 28: Alternative 4 is illustrated with a magenta line.

Figure 29: Alternative 4 – No Connection Across Railroad Visualization

Figure 29: In this configuation pedestian and bicycle improvements would occur along 52nd on the eastside of the frieght
rail line. Additional pedestrian and bicycle improvements would also occur in residential areas west of the freight rail
line. However, no crossing of the rail line would occur in this configuration.
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RAILROAD CROSSING LOCATION OPTIONS
The alternatives that show a vehicular connection across the railroad (Alternatives 2 and 3) would require either
an overpass or underpass to meet safety and Colorado Public Utilities Commission approval requirements. New
at-grade crossings are not permitted by the City and
Figure 30: Railraod Crossing Location Options
were not considered for this project.
There are five existing rail lines at the
proposed crossing on 52nd Avenue. In the case
of Alternative 2, which connects 52nd Avenue
on its current alignment, the total span
distance is less than Alternative 3, because of
the split line being closer to the mainline. This
would reduce the amount of structure in either
the overpass or underpass condition compared
to Alternative 3. In the case of Alternative 3,
the span length is increased substantially
because of the split line pulling further away
from the main line, as shown in the graphic to
the right.

Figure 30: Two railroad crossing locations are being considered as
shown in this graphic.

FOCUS AREA 2 – BRIGHTON/YORK UNDERPASS
During public and stakeholder outreach efforts, residents and businesses expressed a desire for the
Brighton/York underpass to be improved with a multimodal connection. As this project moves into future
implementation, the design will need to consider potential realignment of a portion of Brighton Boulevard. This
realignment will be required in order to meet engineering standards to remove the existing sharp curve on
Brighton Boulevard, just east of the underpass. Widening and increasing the height of the underpass will allow
freight trucks to easily pass through it, close coordination with BNSF will be required. At a minimum, the base
design of a new underpass would include:
 Accommodation of bicycles and pedestrians
 Lighting
 High clearance to accommodate freight connections
 Wide vehicle lanes
 Enhanced drainage
Potential enhancements that could be incorporated into the design are:
 Median barrier
 Wider multiuse sidewalk/path
 Physical separation of bicycles and pedestrians from each other
 Aesthetic design
 Community art features
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FOCUS AREA 3
Based on the community desire to improve sidewalk connectivity in the area, no specific alternatives were
developed for Focus Area 3. Constructing new sidewalks is the primary recommendation for this area and the
Elevate Denver Bond is actively engaging the community to prioritize sidewalk improvements. A new bicycle
facility was implemented in 2016 and is the primary route providing connectivity via the new 47th and York
Street bridge over the railroad to the N Line Station.

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND SCREENING PROCESS
Criteria were developed for use in evaluating the 52nd Avenue alignment alternatives and design options, as
described in the previous section. The criteria were selected based on the ability to differentiate between the
alternatives and based on needs and desires expressed by the CWG and public during prior project meetings.
The criteria were organized into three categories as shown below: multimodal travel; community and
environment; and “other”.
 Multimodal Travel
 Pedestrian Comfort and Safety
 Bicyclist Comfort and Safety
 Convenience and Connectivity to Adjacent Local Multimodal Infrastructure
 Convenience and Connectivity to Adjacent Regional Multimodal Infrastructure
 Transit Connectivity and Functionality
 Accommodation of Freight Travel Patterns

 Community and Environment
 Community Support
 Property Impacts (based on ROW needed and includes business and residential)
 Potential for Hazardous Material Impacts
 Aesthetic Impacts
 Drainage Challenges
 Vehicular and Freight Connectivity
 Noise Impacts

 Other
 Utility Impacts
 Cost
 Ease of Maintenance
 Inter-agency Coordination Needs
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A screening matrix utilizing the criteria above was developed to show the comparison between the four Focus
Area 1 alternatives and between the overpass and underpass design options. The intent of the evaluation was
not to eliminate alternatives, but instead to evaluate the overall feasibility of each option. The evaluation was
qualitative due to the high-level conceptual nature of the alternatives. The detailed screening matrix can be
found in Figure 31 and the results are summarized below.
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GRAPHIC

Figure 31. Focus Area 1 Alternatives and Design Options Evaluation

Green = Improvement
Yellow = Neutral
Red = Impact
Figure 31: In this evaluation matrix, each cell has text outlining how Focus Area 1 alignment alternatives fared against the evaluation criteria. Cells are color
coded to illustrate viability of each alternative in that category. Green denotes an improvement, yellow indicates neutral, and red highlights impacts.
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RESULTS
ALTERNATIVES
All four alternatives are feasible from an engineering and cost perspective. However, when compared against
each other, Alternative 4 is most feasible but does not address the community’s desire for connectivity across
the railroad, which does not make it a viable long-term solution. However, it could serve as the first project for
implementation, which would include pedestrian and bicycle improvements along the existing corridor.
The following is a summary of the high-level pros and cons of each alternative, as compared to each other. A
more detailed discussion of opportunities and constraints is included in the design option discussion, as these
options have particular considerations because of the railroad.

ALTERNATIVE 1: PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE CROSSING
Pros:
 Provides pedestrian and bicycle connectivity across railroad
 More pedestrian and bicycle comfort than other alternatives
 Less residential property impacts than Alternative 2
 Less noise impacts than Alternative 2
Con:
 No vehicular connectivity across railroad

ALTERNATIVE 2: NEW ROAD CONNECTION; 52ND ALIGNMENT
Pro:
 Provides vehicular connectivity across railroad
Cons:
 Less pedestrian and bicycle comfort than Alternatives 1
 More residential property impacts than Alternatives 1 or 3
 More noise impacts than Alternatives 1 or 3
 More traffic through neighborhood

ALTERNATIVE 3: NEW ROAD CONNECTION; NORTHERN ALIGNMENT
Pros:
 Provides vehicular connectivity across railroad
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 Less noise impacts than Alternative 2
Cons:
 Less pedestrian and bicycle comfort than Alternative 1
 Less residential property impacts than Alternative 2
 More noise impacts than Alternatives 1 or 4

ALTERNATIVE 4: IMPROVED SIDEWALKS, NO NEW CONNECTION ACROSS RAILROAD
Pros:
 Least residential property impacts
 Least noise impacts
Con:
 No pedestrian and bicycle or vehicular connectivity across railroad

DESIGN OPTIONS
UNDERPASS
An underpass beneath the railroad will require several
temporary track re-alignments that would result in
greater right-of-way impacts. In order to keep the
railroad operational, temporary track alignments
would need to be constructed around the new
structure location while it is being constructed. These
temporary rail realignments will have greater impacts
on adjacent landowners/businesses and associated
right-of-way. Railroads do not prefer underpass
structures and may not allow them at all, generally
because they (1) increase the railroads needs to
maintain their tracks and the new supporting
structure and (2) the nature of how underpass
Example of an underpass
structures are constructed is very disruptive to
ongoing railroad operations.
The underpass elevation of 52nd Avenue roadway would lie below the elevation of the South Platte River and in
order to drain, stormwater runoff would need to be captured, re-directed on the east side of the underpass, and
likely a high service pump station would need to be installed to pump the tributary stormwater runoff to the
west side of underpass. There is also an increased likelihood of encountering hazardous materials during
construction as significant below groundwork and excavation would occur.
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The construction timing would be significantly longer to construct the underpass option and would likely add
two years to construction schedule. Construction costs for the underpass options would also be significantly
higher. Underpass excavation increases chances of hazardous material encounters, utility impacts, stormwater
pump needs, and track temporary alignments, all of which contribute to the higher estimated cost.

OVERPASS
Compared to the underpass, the overpass option
would allow for easier constructability and a faster
construction timeframe. This is mainly due to the
ability to keep the railroad in place and build around
and over the tracks without extra improvements to
keep the railroad operational. Drainage could be
addressed by conveying storm water beneath the
railroad through a separate bore. The location of the
crossing/bore would require special approval from
the railroad, but the location of the crossing would
have more flexibility in the overpass option versus
the underpass option.
Example of an overpass to illustrate potential alternatives in

The overpass option would include a large vertical
the area
nd
wall approaching 30 feet in height to allow 52
Avenue to climb from the ground elevation to the
grade of the bridge over the railroad. These walls
would form a visual impact and barrier to the neighborhood to the south and the businesses north of 52nd
Avenue. The horizontal length of these walls would extend approximately 600 feet from the east and west ends
of the bridge and would require construction of a new on-grade frontage road, parallel to 52nd Avenue, on the
south side of 52nd Avenue. This will maintain connectivity to 52nd Avenue from the existing north-south streets of
Milwaukee, St Paul, and the alleys rather than being blocked from the grade separated structure. This same
frontage road condition would also apply to the underpass option.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS
Regardless of how the improvements along 52nd Avenue are implemented in the future, improvements to the
roadway would provide a safer and more comfortable environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. An example
cross-section of what these improvements could include is shown in Figure 32 and depicts a 65-foot right-ofway, which is 5 feet wider than the existing 60-foot right-of-way. Depending on community desires, funding, and
location (residential area or commercial area), variations of this cross may occur, including widths of tree lawn,
travel lane widths, or elimination of or inclusion of parking. Additional cross sections that were considered
during the project can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 32. Example 52nd Ave Cross Section

Figure 32: This cross section depicts a 65-foot right-of-way, which is five feet wider than the existing 60-foot rightof-way. This is an example of the cross sections that were considered for 52nd Avenue. More investigation will be
needed, including community preference surveys, before a final cross section is chosen.
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RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
Recommended next steps outlined in this section apply to the three focus areas evaluated as part of the 52nd
Avenue Feasibly Study. Next steps outlines are actions, studies, and projects that would increase mobility in
each of the studies identifies focused areas.
Figure 33. Conceptual Improvements to Swansea Park

PHASING
SHORT-TERM
Short-term phasing projects are being
implemented across the 52nd Avenue
study area. The construction of new
curb, gutter, and sidewalks funded by
Elevate Denver’s Sidewalk Improvement
Bond Program are beginning to address
gaps in the sidewalk network within the
study area and across the neighborhoods
(Figures 33 and 34). This sidewalk
program is already funded and is working
through design and construction in the
short-term, addressing these critical
neighborhood needs. As of today, the
program has identified desired areas for
new sidewalks in the study area, which
will be completed by the City Bond team.
Next steps include:
 Feasibility assessment
 Presentation of draft plans for
community feedback
 Design and construction of new
sidewalks
An additional short-term project for
Figure 33: Conceptual short-term improvements to Swansea
consideration includes the
Neighborhood Park include the formalization of parking along public
street edges as well as pedestrian improvements. This concept also
formalization of parking, bus stop
suggests landscape and streetscape improvements to the heavily used
improvements, and aesthetic additions
RTD bus stop on the north end of the park.
along Swansea Neighborhood Park’s
edge. These improvements will create a defined park edge, are responsive to the heavily used Route 48 bus stop
and will create a more pleasing street environment around the park.
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Figure 34. City of Denver Sidewalk Gap Program Active Projects

Figure 34: City and County of Denver’s Council District 9 has 24 active projects to complete missing sidewalk gaps.

MEDIUM-TERM
Higher-cost items, that are currently unfunded, should be considered for medium-term phasing and
implementation. Projects that fall within this category include the construction of a possible bicycle and
pedestrian-only bridge at 52nd Avenue. This future enhancement would provide important connections for
residents, unifying residential areas currently bisected and isolated by the railroad. This connection would also
allow residents improved bike and pedestrian access to the South Platte River Trail, Brighton Boulevard, and the
NWC’s N-Line station. This investment would have a lower cost than a vehicular crossing and focuses more on
the needs of local residents. Costs and impacts could be like those found with the recently constructed 47th
Avenue pedestrian bridge. Implementation would include railroad coordination, possible property acquisitions,
funding identification, assessment and mitigation of environmental impacts, and drainage improvements.
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LONG-TERM
Highest-cost items include a full mode (bike, pedestrian, and vehicular) overpass or underpass crossing of the
railroad. This project will require extensive coordination with the railroad, substantial structural and roadway
design, extensive property acquisition, considerable environmental impacts, and will take significant time to
construct both the structure as well as new at-grade roadways. This long-term project would serve local
residents and regional commercial truck and vehicular traffic. Also included in long-term phasing is the
reconstruction of the Brighton Boulevard underpass of the BNSF and RTD N-Line. This high-cost project will
require extensive railroad coordination with BNSF and RTD, will need to address stormwater/water table issues,
and provide better connectivity for trucks, cars, bikes, and pedestrians. Lastly, connecting 52nd Avenue to both
Colorado and Vasquez Boulevards through construction of an interchange was determined to be infeasible from
an engineering perspective.
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APPENDIX A
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DATABASE
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Summary of Facili es Near the Study Area
Map
#

Database*

Loca on

Environmental Concern/Reason

KNOWN LANDFILL

HISTSWLF

BOUNDARIES
APPROXIMATE: N:
54TH AVE. &
BRIGHTON BLVD

Removing trash & replacing with soil;
trash visible, appears to be burnt

4

ARTIFICIAL FILL

DCHISTLF,
HISTSWLF

FROM 52ND ON
NORTH TO 1/2 WAY
SOUTH OF 51ST
ALONG VASQUEZ

Clay, Silt, sand, gravel, and a variety of
debris consisting of wood, brick, metal,
plastic, glass, and vegetation

5

RIVERSIDE
CEMETERY
DRUMS

SEMSARCH

5200 YORK STREET

Preliminary Assessment completed and
No Further Action planned at the site

7

SK & J AUTO

RCRANGR08

3576 E. 52ND AVE

Non-generator. No violations reported.

7

CARBONES INC

CDPS, ECHOR08,
FRSCO

3576 E. 52ND AVE

Permitted industrial stormwater
discharges to the S Platte River.

RCRANGR08

5255 STEELE ST

Non-generator. No violations reported.

UST

5255 STEELE ST

Permanently closed.

2

8
8

Property

RAC TRANSPORT
COMPANY INC
MILLER
BROTHERS TRUCK
LINE

9

NORTH PARK
TRANSPORTATIO
N
CO

AST, CDPS,
ECHOR08, FRSCO,
LST, RCRANGR08,
SWF, UST

5150 COLUMBINE ST

AST- currently in use. Discharge permit
to the S. Platte River. LST permanently
closed. RCRANGR08- no violations
reported. UST permanently closed.

10

POZZOLANIC

AIRSAFS

2653 E 52ND AVE

Permanently closed.

10

MATLACK BULK
INTERMODAL
SERVICES, INC.

AIRSAFS

5200 THOMPSON CT

Permanently closed.

10

CHEVYTRUCK
PARTS LLC

CDPS, ECHOR08

5187 FILLMORE

Discharge permit to the S. Platte River.
No RCRA violations reported.

HWSG, AIRSAFS,
ECHOR08

5165 VASQUEZ BLVD

Small Quantity Generator

RCRAGR08

5165 VASQUEZ BLVD,

Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity
Generator. No violations reported.

11

11

RUSH TRUCK
CENTERS OF
COLORADO INC
FMH MATERIAL
HANDLING
SOLUTIONS INC

11

A & E TIRE, INC

SWF

3855 E. 52ND AVENUE

Registered tire hauler.

11

WHITE-GMC
TRUCKS OF
DENVER

UST, AIRSAFS,
FRSCO

5165 VASQUEZ BLVD

Permanently closed.

Map
#

Property

Database*

Loca on

Environmental Concern/Reason

12

PROSPECT AUTO
TOWING

FRSCO, NPDESR08

5200 STEELE STREET

Unpermitted scrap and waste
materials.

12

5225 ADAMS ST.,
LOT 31

SPILLS

5225 ADAMS ST, LOT
31

Sanitary sewer overflow.

13

SCOTLAND YARD
BRITISH CARS LTD

RCRANGR08

3101 E 52ND AVE

Non-generator. No violations reported.

13

COMPACT
POWER

RCRAGR08

3101 E 52ND AVE
SUITE E

Small quantity generator. No violations
reported.

LST

3400 E 52ND AVE

Closed.

RCRANGR08

3400 E 52ND AVE

Non-generator. No violations reported.

FRSCO

3220 E. 52ND AVE

No generator status assigned.
Furniture manufacturer.

14
14

DUTCHESS
REALTY
DENVER FORD
PARTS, LTD.

15

TOP SHOP INC.

16

OFFEN
PETROLEUM
INC.

AIRSAFS, FRSCO,
ICIS, LST

5201 YORK ST

AIRSAFS in compliance. One 10,000G
UST for diesel; and one 1,000G UST for
mineral spirits. ICIS- 2002 notice of
non-compliance. LST permanently
closed.

16

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
PETROLEUM
HOLDINGS LLC

AST, ECHOR08,
FRSCO, UST

5201 YORK ST

AST permanently closed.

17

VM PROPERTIES

VCRA, FRSCO

3680 E 52ND AVE

No Action Determination for 3.3ac
cleanup.

RCRANGR08

3575 E 52ND AVE

Non-generator. No violations reported.

RCRANGR08

5221 MONROE ST STE
100

Non-generator. No violations reported.

RCRANGR08

5171 COOK ST

Non-generator. No violations reported.

UST

5171 COOK ST

Permanently closed.

ECHOR08, FRSCO,
ICISNPDES

DELGANY ST TO E 65
AVE

Minor discharger of non-potable water
to Sand Creek and S Platte River.
Effluent violations reported.

BF

5148 THOMPSON CT

2002 PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

18

18
19
19

20

21

ALPINEDIESEL/TO
MAHAWK TRUCK
SERVICE
HERITAGECRYSTAL CLEAN
LLC
DISTTECH
PENNSYLVANIA
COACH LINES FAC
RTD FASTRACKS
NORTH METRO
RAIL
LINE
MOUSE TRAP
STORAGE

Map
#

Property

Database*

Loca on

Environmental Concern/Reason

21

DOMORE
RECYCLING

FRSCO

5148 THOMPSON CT

Secondary smelting, refining, and
alloying of nonferrous metal.

ECHOR08, FRSCO

5138 THOMPSON CT

Non-generator. No violations reported.

ECHOR08, FRSCO

5138 THOMPSON CT

Non-generator. No violations reported.

VCRA

5148 THOMPSON CT

No Action Determination

RCRANGR08

5226 BRIGHTON BLVD

Non-generator. No violations reported.

21
21
21
22

22

22
25
25
26

RIO GRANDE RR
(PROPERTY)
ONE STOP
RECYCLING INC
BROTHERS
EXCAVATING LLC
MOUNTAIN BELL DENVER MRC
5TH DECATUR
PCB
CAPACITOR
CLEANUP
DENVER - CAR
POUND
AIM NATIONAL
TRUCK LEASING
WORKS TRUCK &
BODY INC
TRANS-WESTERN
EXPRESS LTD

RCRANGR08

DEN CAR POUND
YORK AT

Non-generator. No violations reported.

BRIGHTON
UST

5226 BRIGHTON BLVD

Permanently closed.

AST, LST, UST

5151 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

RCRAGR08, UST

5151 YORK ST

Non-generator. No violations reported.

LST

5231 MONROE ST

Permanently closed.

26

THCHOCOLATE
LLC

RCRAGR08

5231 MONROE ST STE
100

Small Quantity Generator

27

DENVER SHERIFF
DEPARTMENT VEHICLE
IMPOUND

HWSG, RCRAGR08,
SWG

5160 YORK STREET

Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity
Generator. No violations reported.

28

TRANS-WESTERN
EXPRESS LTD

AST, RCRANGR08,
UST

5231 MONROE ST

Non-generator. AST/UST- Permanently
closed.

29

TRAILER RENTALS

RCRANGR08

5201 JACKSON ST

Non-generator. 2013 compliance
violation.

30

J K CONCEPTS INC

RCRAGR08

3333 E 52ND AVE

Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity
Generator. No violations reported.

RCRANGR08

5150 MONROE ST

Non-generator. No violations reported.

RCRANGR08

5163 MONROE

Non-generator. No violations reported.

UST

5150 MONROE ST

Permanently closed.

LST, UST

5100 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

31
31
31
32

WESTERN
DELIVERY
SERVICE, INC.
INTERSTATE
ENERGY INC
NEWS AND FILM
SERVICE
AMERICAN
LENDERS

Map
#
33
33
34

Property
COLORADO TIRE
RECYCLING, LLC
AMERICAN TIRE
RECYCLING, LLC
MANFREDI
MOTOR
TRANSIT CO

Database*

Loca on

Environmental Concern/Reason

SWF

5101 COLUMBINE

Registered tire hauler.

SWF

5101 COLUMBINE

Registered tire hauler.

LST, UST

2645 E 51ST ST

Permanently closed.

34

WESTERN TANK
LINES INC

RCRANGR08

2645 E 51ST AVE

Non-generator. 1990 non-financial
records review violation.

35

ALLIED STEEL CO

UST

5305 STEELE ST

Permanently closed.

36

B & C STEEL INC

UST

5250 COOK ST

Permanently closed.

RCRANGR08

5293 VASQUEZ BLVD

Non-generator. No violations reported.

LST, UST

5150 BRIGHTON BLVD

Permanently closed.

38
41

DENVER TRUCK
Sales
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
INTERNATIONAL

42

SIDEINDERS AUTO
SALVAGE

RCRANGR08

5380 BRIGHTON BLVD

Non-generator. 1997 violation
reported.

43

AMERICAN
INDUSTRIAL CORP

RCRANGR08

2655 E 52ND AVE LOT
19

Non-generator. No violations reported.

44

STEELOCK FENCE

LST

5208 ADAMS ST

Permanently closed.

44

STEELOCK CORP

UST

5208 ADAMS ST

Permanently closed.

45

B & E HILLIKER

LST

5135 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

45

UNITED
MATERIALS
LLC

RCRANGR08, UST

5135 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

46

SINTON DAIRY

LST, UST

5100 COOK ST

Permanently closed.

RCRAGR08

5100 COOK ST

Condi onally Exempt Small Quan ty
Generator. No viola ons reported.

UST

5025 VASQUEZ BLVD

Permanently closed.

AST, LST, UST

5125 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

46
49
50

RYDER TRUCK
RENTAL INC
MOUNTAIN
STATE FORD
TRUCK SALES
SILCO DIST BULK
OIL PLANT

51

K WALKINSHAW

UST

5300 ADAMS ST

Permanently closed.

54

SAIA MOTOR
FREIGHT LINE INC

AST, UST

5050 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

Map
#
54
56

Property
MILNE TRUCK
LINE
PENSKE TRUCK
LEASING

Database*

Loca on

Environmental Concern/Reason

LST

5050 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

AST, LST, SWF

3991 E 53RD AVE

ASTs currently in use. LSTs
Permanently closed.

56

ROLLINS LEASING

UST

3991 E 53RD AVE

Permanently closed.

57

Not Reported

TCHDHISTLF

5315 VASQUEZ BLVD

Fill placed on the west side of the
property

HISTSWLF

IN MIDDLE OF AREA,
BETWEEN
RACE ST & YORK ST,
AND 49TH
& BRIGHTON

Clay, Silt, sand, gravel, and a variety of
debris consis ng of wood, brick, metal,
plas c, glass, and vegeta on

LST, UST

5075 VASQUEZ BLVD

LST, UST

5335 HARRISON ST

LST, UST

5101 YORK ST

Permanently closed.

58

59
60

61

ARTIFICIAL FILL

COLORADO
UTILITY TRAILER
GREEN BROTHERS
OIL CO
COORS
TRANSPORTATIO
N
CO GARAGE

LST-Permanently closed. USTCurrently in use
One LST closed. All others currently in
use.

61

E & R PALLET

VCRA

5101 YORK ST

No Ac on Determina on.

62

AMERICAN LINEN

LST, UST

5090 COOK ST

Permanently closed.

LST, UST

4545 E 52ND AVE

Permanently closed.

UST

5355 HARRISON ST

Permanently closed.

LST, UST

5301 VASQUEZ BLVD

Permanently closed.

AST

4995 YORK

Permanently closed.

SWF

5385 JACKSON ST

Registered re hauler.

HISTSWLF

5315 VASQUEZ BLVD

Used brick. Non-hazardous.

63
64
67

70

71
72

GASAMAT OIL
#537
EFD DENVER
SHIPPING
R/W SPECIALTIES
COLORADO
KENWORTH
NORTH
SHOP
H&H BOOTHILL
LLC
KNOWN LANDFILL

CUSTOM METAL
MANUFACTURIN
LST, UST
5010 COOK ST
Permanently closed.
G INC
G&P RACE STREET
80
LST
5110 RACE ST
Permanently closed.
PROPERTY
* RCRANGR08- Resource Conservation & Recovery Act - Non-Generator
RCRAGR08- Resource Conservation & Recovery Act - Generator
SEMSARCH- Superfund Enterprise Management System Archived Site Inventory
FRSCO- Facility Registry System
74

NPDESR08- National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
CDPS- Colorado Discharge Permit System Facilities
ECHOR08- Enforcement and Compliance History Information
UST- Underground Storage Tank Facilities
HWSG- Hazardous Waste Sites- Generator
VCRA- Voluntary Cleanup and Redevelopment Program Sites
AIRSAFS- Aerometric Information Retrieval System / Air Facility Subsystem
SWF- Solid Waste Facilities
ICIS- Integrated Compliance Information System
BF- Brownfields Management System
SPILLS- Spills Listing
AST- Aboveground Storage Tank Facilities
LST- Leaking Storage Tank Facilities
TCHDHISTLF- Tri-County Historic Landfills
HISTSWLF- Historical Solid Waste Landfills
HWSCA- Hazardous Waste Sites- Corrective Action
RCRAC- Resource Conservation & Recovery Act - Corrective Action Facilities
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 What transportation improvements are most important to you?
(Select your top 3)
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

Vehicular

Bicycle
Pedestrian and
bicycle...
Pedestrian
Freight
movement
Transit
(including...
Taxi/Uber/Lyft
Scooters/other
mobility...
Other (please
specify)
Carpool/Vanpool
Parking
(including...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Vehicular

48.39%

15

Bicycle

48.39%

15

Pedestrian and bicycle crossings

45.16%

14

Pedestrian

41.94%

13

Freight movement

32.26%

10

Transit (including access to stops)

25.81%

8

Taxi/Uber/Lyft

9.68%

3

Scooters/other mobility devices

9.68%

3

Other (please specify)

9.68%

3

Carpool/Vanpool

6.45%

2

Parking (including increased availability)

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 31
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

better quality roadways that are currently in use

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

sidewalks, cutters, other basic neglected needs

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

3

More car lanes

10/16/2020 7:01 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q2 What about the existing transportation network is working well? (Select
all that apply)
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

I don’t think
anything is...
Low volume
streets
Easy access to
I-70
Other (please
specify)
Sidewalk
system...
Neighborhood
park provisions
Available
on-street...
Integration of
multiple modes
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I don’t think anything is working well

41.94%

13

Low volume streets

38.71%

12

Easy access to I-70

19.35%

6

Other (please specify)

19.35%

6

Sidewalk system throughout the neighborhood

16.13%

5

Neighborhood park provisions

12.90%

4

Available on-street parking

6.45%

2

Integration of multiple modes

6.45%

2

Total Respondents: 31
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I understand that the city is in the process of improving the issues.

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

I never go there since there was no N Line station and the 48 bus is only hourly

10/20/2020 11:04 AM

3

removal of onstreet parking

10/19/2020 4:42 PM

4

I-70 is a mess now - but it will be good when done

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

5

Losing access to 70 from York has been challenging.

10/17/2020 7:18 AM

6

A lot of re-done roads

10/16/2020 8:52 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q3 Which gaps are the most important to fill? (Select your top 3)
Answered: 30

Skipped: 1

Connectivity
east of...
Connectivity
to bike...
Connectivity
north along...
Direct
connection f...
Connectivity
to National...
Connectivity
to transit...
Connectivity
east-west...
Connectivity
to the south...
Connectivity
to west acro...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Connectivity east of Colorado Blvd

46.67%

14

Connectivity to bike facilities

46.67%

14

Connectivity north along Brighton Blvd under the freight railroad to York St

43.33%

13

Direct connection from 52nd Ave to Brighton Blvd

36.67%

11

Connectivity to National Western Center Station

33.33%

10

Connectivity to transit stops

33.33%

10

Connectivity east-west across the freight railroad on 52nd Ave

30.00%

9

Connectivity to the south across I-70

30.00%

9

Connectivity to west across river

23.33%

7

Other (please specify)

10.00%

3

Total Respondents: 30
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

This would be a great solution but there will need to be improvements to 52nd ave. in order for
this to be workable.

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

Connectivity to the National Western Center

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

3

Exit ramp of 270 east exiting at vasquez north

10/16/2020 8:52 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q4 In Question 3 above, which mode of travel would you most like to see
the gap filled to accommodate?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

Vehicular

Bicycle

Pedestrian

Freight

Transit
Scooters/other
mobility...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Vehicular

51.61%

16

Bicycle

48.39%

15

Pedestrian

38.71%

12

Freight

29.03%

9

Transit

25.81%

8

Scooters/other mobility devices

9.68%

3

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 31
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

There are no responses.
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q5 What direction or destination do you most commonly travel to?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

All directions

East

West

North

South
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

All directions

48.39%

15

East

16.13%

5

West

16.13%

5

North

9.68%

3

South

9.68%

3

TOTAL

31
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q6 What are your most common destinations? (Select your top 3)
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

To Brighton
Blvd (to...
To downtown
Denver
To Vasquez
Blvd (to north)
To York St
To Colorado
Blvd (to north)
To Colorado
Blvd (to south)
To park(s)
Other (please
specify)
To Vasquez
Blvd (to south)
To National
Western Cent...
To DEN Airport

To school(s)

To library
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

To Brighton Blvd (to downtown)

48.39%

15

To downtown Denver

41.94%

13

To Vasquez Blvd (to north)

32.26%

10

To York St

32.26%

10

To Colorado Blvd (to north)

25.81%

8

To Colorado Blvd (to south)

25.81%

8

To park(s)

22.58%

7

Other (please specify)

16.13%

5

To Vasquez Blvd (to south)

12.90%

4

To National Western Center Station

12.90%

4

To DEN Airport

12.90%

4

To school(s)

3.23%

1

To library

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 31
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

West to I-25 Interchange

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

2

customers along the Front Range

10/20/2020 1:15 PM

3

Shops near 36th & Quebec

10/20/2020 11:04 AM

4

all over metro area

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

5

V.A. in Aurora

10/16/2020 8:52 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q7 Is the local network or regional connectivity more important?
Answered: 30

Skipped: 1

Local

Regional

0%
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20%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Local

60.00%

18

Regional

40.00%

12

TOTAL

30
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q8 How important is fixing the existing narrow, low clearance underpass
beneath the freight rail line immediately northeast of the Riverside
Cemetery at the intersection at Brighton Boulevard & York Street?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 0

Extremely
important

Moderately
important

Of no concern

Little concern

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Extremely important

51.61%

16

Moderately important

19.35%

6

Of no concern

19.35%

6

Little concern

9.68%

3

TOTAL

31
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q9 How important is providing an additional crossing of the freight railroad
tracks on 52nd Avenue between Milwaukee Street and Thompson Court in
addition to the existing roadway crossing at York Street (at-grade) and the
47th Avenue pedestrian/bicycle bridge?
Answered: 30

Skipped: 1

Extremely
important

Moderately
important

Little concern

Of no concern

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Extremely important

50.00%

15

Moderately important

40.00%

12

Little concern

6.67%

2

Of no concern

3.33%

1

TOTAL

30
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q10 What roads and intersections in the area cause the most concern,
and why?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 13

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The area in front of LTR will need a red light that is controlled by LTR due to their constant
crossing of 52nd Ave when backing into the docks. Other than that, maybe a 4 way stop at
Cook Street.

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

the vasquez/colorado interchange

10/23/2020 1:29 PM

3

Brighton and Race St/Race Ct. - As the national Western Center Improvements continue,
vehicular traffic coming along Brighton Blvd and traffic heading west on 52nd, will increasingly
have the new facilities on National Western Drive as their destination. The Current
configuration of the Brighton Blvd and Race St/Race Ct. intersection is not set up to safely
handle any increase in traffic flow.

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

4

York and Brighton Blvd (Freight rail LOW bridge)

10/20/2020 1:15 PM

5

low clearance underpass, Brighton Boulevard & York Street

10/20/2020 11:14 AM

6

Need for speed limit signage and turn lane demarcation at 52nd and Colorado. Speeding autos
pose safety issues. Speed limit signage and traffic enforcement needed. May need additional
stop sign on 52nd to slow traffic,

10/20/2020 8:54 AM

7

any roads that have to cross rail lines

10/19/2020 3:15 PM

8

Bridge on Brighton north of the cemetery for both pedestrians and cyclist

10/19/2020 3:13 PM

9

58th and Franklin, no room for turning trucks!

10/19/2020 2:51 PM

10

The lack of 52nd Ave running from Colorado Blvd to Brighton.

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

11

Vasquez and I70. Too much traffic and wait times.

10/19/2020 7:11 AM

12

Steele and I70 intersection is chaos and dangerous, especially for pedestrians. Colorado Blvd
crossing is dangerous anywhere north of I70. It also takes a long time to cross intersections
due to high speed traffic and not enough traffic lights.

10/17/2020 11:42 AM

13

The area of Brighton Blvd and I 70. The whole area is a mess, especially for pedestrian and
bicycle roadway users.

10/17/2020 11:14 AM

14

The intersection of Vasquez & 60th Avenue. Traffic doesn’t flow well and it’s a confusing
intersection.

10/17/2020 8:15 AM

15

Steele and Vasquez onto 70

10/17/2020 7:18 AM

16

38th and Marion—only route to Brighton blvd and I-70 to/from Cole/RiNo

10/16/2020 11:47 PM

17

I 25 South to exit ramp 270 East - Busy and dangerous-traffic flow-on ramp/merging. 270 East
to exit ramp vasquez North - congested and dangerous-traffic flow-on ramp.

10/16/2020 8:52 PM

18

48th Avenue

10/16/2020 8:17 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q11 What neighborhood improvements are most important to you?
Answered: 20

Skipped: 11

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The rail road crossing at 48th street between Colorado and Brighton needs to be completely
torn out and redone properly. This is a hazard and will only get much worse in the next year
with the detours due to the I-70 construction.

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

bike lanes and connectivity

10/23/2020 1:29 PM

3

Adequate signage to direct people to and from the National Western Center. This would aid in
keeping people from detouring off or parking on side streets

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

4

Connecting the 39th greenway to the platte river bikeway

10/20/2020 3:48 PM

5

52nd west to east connection

10/20/2020 11:14 AM

6

Sidewalks & pedestrian crossings

10/20/2020 11:04 AM

7

Improving bike lanes by making them protected from cars and rezoning to allow gentle density
and improved retail opportunities

10/20/2020 8:28 AM

8

easier access in all directins

10/19/2020 3:15 PM

9

York Street

10/19/2020 3:13 PM

10

58th and Franklin both need to be widened

10/19/2020 2:51 PM

11

sidewalks, curbs, gutters, drainage, all the basics

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

12

Better Parks.

10/19/2020 7:11 AM

13

Globeville

10/17/2020 11:42 AM

14

Pedestrian and bicycle roadway user safety. A safe connection to the Platte River Greenway
Trail needs to be provided. Bikeways to downtown with minimal stop signs needs to be
provided. Good/safe bicycle / pedistrian access to the new N-Line Commuter train needs to be
improved.

10/17/2020 11:14 AM

15

Bicycle travel and ease of entering downtown both by bicycle and car.

10/17/2020 8:15 AM

16

Sidewalk improvements

10/17/2020 7:18 AM

17

Parks, roads and bike lanes, road safety, ie stop signs and crosswalks

10/16/2020 11:47 PM

18

We need to open up more shelters for the homeless, it's getting out of hand in some areas
especially around RTD bus stops and intersections unfortunately, but they have to go/live
somewhere.

10/16/2020 8:52 PM

19

Ped and Bike connections to local and regional recreational areas.

10/16/2020 8:17 PM

20

Connected Pedestrian and Bike lanes

10/16/2020 5:51 PM
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East 52nd Ave. Feasibility Study Initial Community Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q12 Do you have any additional general comments and suggestions
regarding this study?
Answered: 12

Skipped: 19

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I think it is a great idea to extend 52nd Ave from Brighton to Colorado.

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

52nd should connect across vasquez and colorado blvd...this broken grid connection makes
no sense...

10/23/2020 1:29 PM

3

The National Western Center is a major destination. Connecting Traffic between
Vasquez/Colorado and Brighton Blvd. would help to ease the current Brighton/I-70 congestion
often seen during events. It would also help to decrease the volume of traffic that seeks
alternate routes though the residential neighborhoods. Additionally, turn lanes should be
included and intersections should be such as to allow for freight/Livestock trailers. An example
of an intersection that is difficult for Freight and Livestock trailers to navigate is 47th and
Brighton..

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

4

Please, please come to discuss with the businesses in this area where we have truck and
freight transportation! Our voices are NEVER heard.

10/20/2020 1:15 PM

5

N/A

10/20/2020 11:14 AM

6

Safety of the public is very important and traffic flows have a major impact on that.

10/19/2020 3:13 PM

7

52nd should ultimately be connected to Franklin as that has developed into a large industrial
area with a lot of freight traffic.

10/19/2020 2:51 PM

8

No

10/19/2020 7:11 AM

9

I am looking forward to vast improvements to this area for the people living in and commuting
to/from this area. Please remember to improve housing densities that will provide homes that
are affordable for working families.

10/17/2020 11:14 AM

10

I think it is important to connect York and Brighton, and is a good project for future growth

10/16/2020 11:47 PM

11

Some congestion at 270 West exiting to I 25 North to about 104th avenue north bound.

10/16/2020 8:52 PM

12

no

10/16/2020 8:17 PM
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SurveyMonkey

Q13 Would you like to join the study’s mailing list to learn of upcoming
meetings and engagement opportunities? If so, please enter your email
(preferred) or mailing address below.
Answered: 15

Skipped: 16

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

jdabbs@jkconcepts.net

10/29/2020 8:30 AM

2

joshuappalmeri@gmail.com

10/23/2020 1:29 PM

3

Kevin Bode - kbode@nationalwestern.com

10/22/2020 11:55 AM

4

Lchampion@netransportation.org

10/21/2020 8:40 AM

5

taimmel@aol.com

10/20/2020 1:15 PM

6

rob@nosquish.com

10/19/2020 4:42 PM

7

joehuff@colorado-serum.com

10/19/2020 3:15 PM

8

tlee@empire-warehouse.com

10/19/2020 3:13 PM

9

jodea@ceiconstructors.com

10/19/2020 2:51 PM

10

mjohnson@jkconcepts.net

10/19/2020 7:29 AM

11

TJTOBIASSEN@GMAIL.COM

10/17/2020 11:14 AM

12

sarframur@hotmail.com

10/17/2020 8:15 AM

13

mcknightamy@mac.com

10/16/2020 11:47 PM

14

twatkins2024@gmail.com

10/16/2020 8:52 PM

15

kpryor13@gmail.com

10/16/2020 5:51 PM
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APPENDIX C
COMMUNITY WORKING GROUP MEETING NOTES

FINAL FEASIBILITY STUDY REPORT

APPENDIX

MEETING NOTES
PROJECT:

East 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study, Brighton Boulevard to Colorado Boulevard

PURPOSE:

Community Working Group (CWG) Round #1 - Business and Community Services Group

DATE HELD:

August 25, 2020

LOCATION:

Videoconference
Karen Good – DOTI Community Design Group; Kara Swanson, Matt Buster, Leah Langerman
(DEA); Gretchen Wilson, Adam Pridgen (Dig Studio), Angela Woolcott (GBSM)

ATTENDING:

Tracy Sakaguchi (CMCA); Grace Soulen (Focus Points Family Resource Center); Jessica
Vargas (Denver Streets Partnership); Marjorie Johnson (JK Concepts President); Paul
Stambaugh (52nd & Vasquez Scale Company Owner)

COPIES:

Project File

Summary of Discussion:

1. Following introductions, the consultant team gave a PowerPoint presentation to review the study
background, purpose, existing conditions, public and stakeholder involvement, and project schedule.
Additional discussion occurred regarding questions and answers.


Karen Good, Project Manager with City and County of Denver, welcomed the group and thanked them
for participating in this first meeting of the business and community services Community Working
Group.



Stakeholders were asked to review the list of focus group invites and let the project team know if they
suggest others to be invited.



Stakeholders introduced themselves and noted what outcome/goal they have for the area:
o

Tracy Sakaguchi (CMCA) – Representing trucking in Colorado. 52nd Avenue is huge for trucking.
Would like to see the low railroad bridge at York fixed – either a better way around or allow this
connectivity. Load to Ride should be either added to this group or called for an interview, since they
have some issues with 52nd.

o

Jessica Vargas (Denver Streets Partnership Program Coordinator) – Focused on creating more
sustainable and equitable transportation options. Improving bus stops and access to transit in the
area is a big goal.

o

Marjorie Johnson (President of JK Concepts) – Commercial cabinet company with long history in
Denver. On 52nd between Adams and Cook. Suggested reaching out to ESGBA (business association
for area), 13th Floor haunted house would also be eager for enhanced transportation and
accessibility to their facility. For us, walkability, curbs and gutters are important and currently poorly
represented in this section, even though they are very present in other parts of the city. Need it to
be safe for people to walk, bike lanes perhaps, and sidewalks. If transportation improvements
happen it will be problematic if people can’t travel using other means besides cars and trucks. This
neighborhood is active and we want to be sure that commercial businesses like ours can coexist.

o

Paul Stambaugh (52nd & Vasquez Scale Company Owner. Connected by phone: 303-907-2294) - Have
been here 65 years. Paul has owned the company 23 years. Is this a done deal? Other truckers want
to know too. Traffic on Vasquez & 52nd varies every day. Interested to learn what the purpose of this
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is, what it is going to accomplish, and finding out if it is necessary. There are a lot of local people
who pull off the roadway to use the scale company and they are worried the scale company won’t
stay here. We want to make sure this won’t put us out of business with eminent domain. We have
motor home companies, car & truck dealers and individuals that use this business. Before you do
anything, tear the road up and put a decent road in. The whole thing needs to be rotomilled and put
in new pavement.
•

o

Karen noted that this is a feasibility study to explore what is possible. If there was an impact to a
property, the city would work directly with them to minimize and discuss impacts. There is no
project planned and no funding yet for design or construction.

Grace Soulen (Focus Points Family Resource Center) - Consider adding Sand Creek Greenway, NETC
and Walk to Connect. Focus Points is located at 48th & Columbine.

2. The presentation was reviewed (see attached). Additional discussion is noted below.


Paul noted that truckers often complain about the bridge and the sharp turn. They are aware of the
constraints of the river, cemetery, etc.

3. Draft Questionnaire for Public Feedback


CWG members were invited to suggest adjustments to the questionnaire. Suggestions will be considered
while finalizing it to send to the broader community. We’d like to hear from this group and would love
everyone to participate.



Question 1) What transportation improvements are most important to you?
o

Tracy – Freight movements are most important. Our other concern is for the location of pedestrians
and bikes. Access needs to be provided to them but in a safe location with visibility to freight traffic.
Transit stops are my next concern.

o

Marjorie – Freight movement needs to be a strong consideration, but it is almost in its own category
to others. Some residential areas may not want heavy freight. Options A, B, C, D/E are next choices.
Freight is important, but in order to have a positive sharing of the neighborhood there needs to be a
way that the freight doesn’t negate the residential sections or there will be conflict. Freight
shouldn’t dominate the structure of the area, it may not need to be everywhere in the project area.

o

Jessica – I agree with what has been said so far. Pedestrians are most vulnerable from a safety
perspective, so they are they the highest. Ranked options: B, C, D, E, A.

o

Grace – Thinking about basic needs, peds, bikes and crossings are top of list. Access to grocery
stores is important. Connectors need to be safe for peds and bikes. Many residents don’t have a car
to get around.

o

Paul – I understand you want to make it safe, but there are a lot of businesses around here. I’m not
sure how to put it, but do-gooders trying to bring the community together with bicycles can destroy
what is here already. There is a lot of tax base in this area. People say they will look at everything.
Whatever you do, consider the landscape that has been here for years. It is nice to have things like a
park on top of I-70, which I totally disagree with. I had an employee who had her windshield
smashed going under 6th Avenue and it almost took her eye out. These things can be dangerous.
Most important is freight movement. Second most important is to not mix bikes and pedestrians
with trucks. Maybe give them something so everyone has their own niche.

o

Tracy suggested adding “increased availability for parking” as an answer option.
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Question 2) What about the existing transportation system is working well?
o

Marjorie – Low volume streets and availability of on-street parking are working best of all of these,
but I wouldn’t say they are working well. I have employees who like to bike to work. There is room
for improvement on all of those topics.

o

Jessica – It is hard to answer this if you don’t think anything is working well. Maybe add an option
for “I don’t think anything is working well” or rephrase the question.

o

Marjorie - Commercial space and residential communities coexist well and respect each other.

o

Tracy – Ease of access to I-70 is usually the case, but there are different circumstances at this time
with I-70 construction.

Question 3) Which gaps are the most important to fill?
o

Paul – I don’t live in this area but I work here almost every day. There is a park west on 52nd. Access
to the park gets cut off. There are safety concerns regarding the bridge. It is amazing there aren’t
more accidents. People speed on Vasquez. The bridge is key. It would be great to connect Brighton
to Vasquez. It seems like a lot of work to connect to Colorado, but I’m not against it. As long as you
don’t disrupt the neighborhood, connecting Brighton to Vasquez would be fantastic. People that live
here are tired of all the construction and noise. Most people would really like to see most of these
options listed happen.

o

Tracy – Haz mat connectivity. Any rail crossings are very important. Not sure how a direct connect to
Brighton would work or how it would be worth the cost.

Question 4) What are you or your group’s common route of travel to/from?
o

Tracy – all of the above (maybe add this as an option)

o

Marjorie – north, south and east

o

Jessica – north, south and west

o

Grace – north, east, west

o

Paul – west, east, north

Question 5) What is your common destination? (Where are your customers looking to go?)
o

Tracy – Load to Ride picks up at warehouses and distributes all over the U.S. They choose their route
based on construction and weather. Don’t see a lot of haz mat trucks in this section. Getting across
to I-25 is important. Trucks go all directions.

o

Jessica – Schools are big destinations. Parks, rec centers and libraries are the only public amenities
available to this neighborhood. York is the most used way out of the neighborhood for residents for
walking, biking, transit, and driving.

o

Grace – I agree with Jessica. Connectivity is a big issue. 52nd is the top border of our neighborhood
and this community goes to Commerce City to shop at Walmart and King Soopers. Steele Street is
another big destination. There is a new pedestrian bridge over the railroad at York.

o

Paul – Load to Ride trucks go all day. A lot of trucks use I-70, some will use I-270. A lot of trucks
come out of the neighborhood. Load to Ride is behind FMH.

Question 6) Is local network or regional connectivity more important?
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o

Paul – Regional.

o

Marjorie – For my company it is regional, but employees are local.

o

Tracy – I agree with Marj. Need to get employees there but commercial motor vehicles are regional.

o

Grace – Local. We serve GES.

o

Jessica – Local.

Question 7) How important is fixing sub-standard BNSF underpass and intersection at Brighton & York?
o

Jessica – I’m not familiar with this area, so it is of little or moderate concern.

o

Grace – I’m not familiar with this area and not aware of the intersection being used a ton, but the
picture of bridge shows that safety is an issue. I think it is moderately important. I’m all about bike
lanes and sidewalks if they get you somewhere helpful.

o

Tracy – The existing bridge causes a lot of rerouting. Extremely important.

o

Paul – No comment, so of no concern.

o

Marjorie – It is extremely important if the area is going to be redeveloped.

Question 8) How important is providing an additional crossing of the UPRR on 52nd Avenue in addition to
the existing crossings at York (at-grade) and the 47th multi-use bridge.
o

Marjorie – Extremely. Connectivity is important. It is the most important piece of this whole dialog.
Without having 52nd go across here, there is no connection that gets Swansea to connect to Post
Office, etc. If 52nd goes through, there will be less commercial transportation traffic through the
residential parts of Swansea.

o

Jessica – Residents would like to see less commercial traffic on their streets. Grace agreed.

o

Tracy – Extremely.

Question 9 – 13) Open ended about issues, concerns, most important improvements.
o

Jessica – Walkability and lack of sidewalks are important. The feeling of safety isn’t there. Need to
improve safety for all.

o

Paul – Nothing to add.

o

Tracy – York and Brighton bridge, crossing at UP and 52nd/ Vasquez intersection. Trucks don’t want
to be in neighborhoods. If signage is there, we’d love to be out of neighborhoods. There seems to be
a lack of speed limit signs along 52nd. Drivers try not to use wayfinding and instead use apps specific
to commercial motor vehicles.

o

Marjorie – The two frontage roads along Vasquez don’t have stop signs or signage. The frontage
roads are in deplorable condition.

o

Grace – I agree with trucks staying out of residential areas. We are on 48th and get heavy traffic.
When traffic is stopped at the intersection by Swansea Elementary, it backs up to Focus Points.
Maybe a connection could eliminate some of this. My magic wand list would be a connection from
52nd to Sand Creek Greenway.

o

Paul – Railroad tracks are hit by trucks and cars way too fast. Frontage roads are deplorable and
need to be taken care of.
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4. Next Steps


This group will be re-engaged in early October. The project team will ask group members to distribute a
survey to your contacts. The survey will also be emailed to the larger community using contacts from
other area studies and projects.



Let the project team know if there are better ways to communicate with your customers or group.



The project web page is live and Karen’s contact info is included there. Reach out to her with any
questions.
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MEETING NOTES
PROJECT:

East 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study, Brighton Boulevard to Colorado Boulevard

PURPOSE:

Community Working Group (CWG) Round #1 – Globeville Elyria Swansea (GES) Coalition
Neighborhood Group

DATE HELD:

September 2, 2020

LOCATION:

Videoconference

ATTENDING:

Karen Good (City and County of Denver - DOTI Community Design Group); Kara Swanson,
Matt Buster, Leah Langerman (David Evans and Associates); Angela Woolcott (GBSM);
Alfonso Espino, Nola Miguel, Robin Reichhardt, Yadira Sanchez (GES Coalition)

COPIES:

Project File

Summary of Discussion:

1. Karen Good, Project Manager with City and County of Denver, welcomed the group and thanked them for
participating in this first meeting of the Community Working Group.
2. Stakeholders introduced themselves and noted their interest in this study.


Nola – Likes the potential of supporting engagement for more neighbors in the area. It may be good to
connect with the development committee. Have been with GES for 5 years.



Robin – In the GES Coalition for 5 years and has lived a block off 52nd on St. Paul for 7 years. Interested in
personal impact and also is serving as a coordinator for the Coalition.



Alfonso – Organizer for the GES Coalition and has lived in Elyria Swansea for 24 years. Lots of friends and
family live near this corridor. Representing the neighborhood and is curious to hear what can be done
moving forward.



Yadira Sanchez – Involved in the Coalition and has lived in Swansea for 17 years. Family members have
two businesses in this area.

3. Following introductions, the consultant team gave a PowerPoint presentation to review the study
background, purpose, existing conditions, public and stakeholder involvement, and project schedule.
Additional discussion occurred regarding questions and answers.


The purpose of the study is to learn what is important to the stakeholders in order to determine what
improvements are needed. This is a feasibility study, which will serve to find out what improvements are
possible and desired. The City needs community input in order to decide priorities then look for funding.

4. Draft Questionnaire for Public Feedback


The project team would like initial feedback from this group, then will refine questions and send them
out to the larger community to gather comments about the vision.



Question 1) What transportation improvements are most important to you?
o

Robin – I go to Elyria and Globeville a lot (to the park, rec center, neighbors). To get anywhere
westbound to Elyria or Globeville, you have to go down to 47th and might hit the train. To go north
to Adams County we have to go through the tunnel under the railroad. I have seen a semi get stuck
under there. It is a zig zag and tricky to get around and run into trains. It is interesting to think about
making the 52nd connection. The main concern that hasn’t already been noted is there is a lot of
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racing during day and night. On 51st, cars race for 2 blocks from the church and blow the stop sign.
What are your thoughts on how to keep racing to a minimum? If it was possible to walk we would
love it. We walk to the library but if we could walk to Elyria we would. Most folks in the
neighborhood don’t have the privilege of a car.
o







Nola – Pedestrians are important. People use the route that goes to the closest grocery store north
in Commerce City.

Question 2) What about the existing transportation system is working well?
o

Robin - None of the options exist along 52nd (Options A - E). There are no sidewalks and no good
integration of modes. The only good thing around 52nd is the bus stop because it gives people the
ability to move around. Maybe fixing 52nd would open the possibility of another bus line.

o

Nola - North Swansea sidewalks are non-existent or Hollywood style. It also has a bus stop for the
Success Express DPS bus shuttle. The RTD bus stop doubles in purpose. There is a lot of bus activity
and waiting right there. The neighborhood feeling is working; there is something working in absence
of everything else. Kids ride bikes in the road. Everyone uses the streets even though there may not
be infrastructure that supports it.

Question 3) Which gaps are the most important to fill?
o

Alfonso – Connecting 52nd to Brighton, especially up to the new National Western Station. The
National Western Plan shows fixing connectivity over the river. It would give people a lot more
access to Brighton and to the station to get all around Denver. It makes the most sense to connect
it. Since there will be more housing near Brighton, a connection would help that infill.

o

Robin – I echo Alfonso. The whole area is dangerous to walk in (missing sidewalks, lights, etc.). To
only connect it but not improve the safety would be missing out. It isn’t just one component, but we
need to consider things like trees, street lights, and sidewalks - amenities that would allow people to
walk and move across the area safely. A connection across the UP rail line on 52nd Avenue is
important. I don’t want to see only increasing connections to help tourists get to the National
Western Center easier.

Question 4) What are you or your group’s common route of travel to/from?
o

Alfonso – It is a spider web of connection. A lot of people go east and north to Commerce City for
groceries. People try to access I-70 for work.

o

Yadira – All directions. There is a lot of construction around the airport and many people work there.
Most of the neighborhood goes to Walmart or King Soopers on Vasquez in Commerce City.

o

Nola – East-west connectivity is the biggest challenge. We have to do a lot of out of direction travel.
East-west transportation overall through Globeville and west is tough.

5. Next Steps


This group will be re-engaged in early October. The project team will ask group members to distribute a
survey to your contacts. The survey will also be emailed to the larger community using contacts from
other area studies and projects.



Another working group was formed to include small businesses and other community organizations. It
may be helpful to combine these groups going forward, if this group is okay with that. The other group
met was week and had many similar comments and concerns. Many of them also live in the
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neighborhood. The other group includes JK Concepts, Tracy Sakaguchi from CMCA, Paul Strambo from
the Scale Company, Denver Streets Partnership, and Focus Points. If anyone in this group has concerns
with combining and would like to move forward separately, please reach out to the project team.
o

Nola – Our main interest is how we can involve more neighbors in the process.

o

Matt – Our team will use the input we’ve heard to develop alternatives. The next meeting would
serve to gather feedback about those alternatives.
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MEETING NOTES
PROJECT:

East 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study, Brighton Boulevard to Colorado Boulevard

PURPOSE:

Community Working Group (CWG) Meeting #2

DATE HELD:

November 10, 2020

LOCATION:

Zoom Videoconference
Project Team: Karen Good – DOTI Community Design Group; Kara Swanson, Matt Buster,
Will Wagenlander, Leah Langerman (DEA); Angela Woolcott (GBSM)

ATTENDING:

COPIES:

Community Members: Manuel Romero - Interpreter (Community Language Cooperative);
Maria E De Luna, Alfonso Espino, Nola Miguel (GES Coalition); Tracy Sakaguchi (Colorado
Motor Carriers Association); Anonymous Resident, Angela Garcia (Globeville resident);
Adrian Pike (Globeville First); Mecedes Gonzalez, Angelina Torres (nearby residents); Carla
Castedo (Neighborhood Equity and Stabilization Team); Jill Locantore (Denver Streets
Partnership); Brea Zeise (Council District 9); Angela Garcia (no affiliation given)
Project Team

Summary of Discussion:

1. With simultaneous Spanish interpretation available, project team members gave a PowerPoint presentation
which will be used for the virtual community meeting on November 18. Questions and comments within and
following the presentation are listed below.




Nola - Is the first poll question focused on 52nd?
o

Will – Yes, but we can add a question/opportunity for people to provide feedback on other streets.

o

Tracy – People will be interested in other aspects of the project, such as the connections to NWC.

Will you take houses out if you make wider sidewalks?
o

Karen – We haven’t gotten to that stage yet to lay this out in detail. At this point we are getting
feedback about elements people would like to see. Having sidewalks doesn’t automatically equal
property impacts. Sidewalks may fit in existing ROW in some area, and in others they may not. We
have zero money to do anything beyond this feasibility study at this point. The point of the
feasibility study is to determine if the community wants improvements and what they want them to
be. This includes discussion/consideration of impacts and benefits of these improvements.



Karen – If adding sidewalks to the east side of the study area is a priority, that may be done as part of
the bond program. It may not be the full vision, but there may be portions we could complete using
bond funds.



Jill - Perhaps bus stop amenities should be included as a potential component?



o

Karen – Alignment graphic shows the bus stops in case some are interested in this.

o

Matt – Show that cross sections can include the bus stops in amenity zone.

Jill (chat) - Do the adjacent land uses (current or future) generate much demand for on-street parking? If
on-street parking is underutilized, it effectively creates super wide lanes and encourages speeding. Is
there any possibility that buses might run on the street?
o

Karen (chat) - It depends on where you are along 52nd.
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Brea Zeise (chat) - Will these slides/polling questions be in both English and Spanish for the meeting next
week?
o



Nola – Could there be an at-grade crossing of the rail?
o





Karen – PUC’s goal is to eliminate all at-grade crossings and they only allow them as an option of last
resort. However, these aren’t only options out there for alignments. These are just the first step to
give people something to react to.

Jill (chat) – For polling, might be helpful to separate landscaping/greenery from pedestrian lighting. Also
helpful context - is there existing ROW along the entire corridor, and how wide is it?
o



Leah (chat) – yes.

[Matt’s note: clarify ROW impacts to existing owners. Add ROW width to poling, 60, 65, 70, etc. what
do you feel is a balance for facilities desired vs impact to landowners.]

Jill (chat) - Are those lanes really 18’ wide?!?
o

Karen (chat) – They are undefined.

o

Jill (chat) - I think it would be really helpful to give this context first, before polling people about
their priorities.

Alfonso (chat) – Is the type of traffic on this connectivity something that will be asked of the community
to choose? For example if people like a neighborhood street concept but only if there is no industrial
traffic, will that be a possibility or does the goal of industrial connectivity prevent this from becoming a
question in the process of these polls?
o

Karen (chat) - At this point everything is an option, we are really working to get feedback from all
users.



Jill (chat) - I’m also a little confused about the residential/commercial labels - shouldn’t those correlate
with adjacent land uses? Or is the question what type of adjacent land uses we want to encourage
through the street design? Would be good to know if/how the different alignment options might benefit
increased transit connectivity to the larger network.



Alfonso (chat and mentioned)- I guess the question then becomes, especially in relation to safety: Will
the feedback be weighed equally based on who it is from? Or should this process prioritize the people
who live in the neighborhood since they’ve been impacted the most by industry and lack of
connectivity? I would like to avoid a process that ends up solidifying historic injustices related to
industrial uses and traffic and its impact on the wellbeing of people, who we should be prioritizing
o

Karen – There is no foregone conclusion. We would like input from everyone in the area.



Angela Garcia – I am a Globeville resident. We have big trucks zoom through our neighborhood streets.
It is dangerous to cross streets. They jostle our homes. Keep this in mind. If there is anything that can be
done about this, please consider it.



Nola – The alignment 2 is a huge red flag for loss of affordable housing in the trailers. If that is an option
you need to have in there I would encourage looking for a route that doesn't take that property and
trailers as a large amount of families live affordably there.
o

Karen – We’ll see if we can show something that bops around the affordable housing and avoids
that impact to show for next week.
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Anonymous Resident (chat) - As I recall, there are at least 3 traffic studies that have been executed in
association with the infrastructure projects in this multi-neighborhood area. Don't those include
relevant information regarding wayfinding for truck traffic, parking capacities, and other factors
impacting the residential and industrial elements of the neighborhoods? Are those traffic studies going
to be part of the briefing for the public meeting Nov 18th?
o



Nola (chat and discussed) – Will a separate bike/ped overpass or underpass be an option? Jill seconded
the question.
o









Consider bike/ped bridge separate from a vehicular bridge.

Jill (chat and discussed) - Does the underpass vs. overpass create a steeper grade for pedestrians?
Thinking of the Peoria overpass that creates a pretty steep grade for peds - more challenging for older
adults, etc.
o

Matt – Grades are similar for over/underpass. 6% max grade.

o

Karen – A new under or overpass would accommodate bikes/peds. A bike/ped only bridge is an
option.

Angela Garcia – Regarding the underpass, what is the possibility of flooding in the area? Flooding is a
problem already.
o

Matt – Fairly substantial. Water ponds here and there will be a lot of stormwater that will need to
be rerouted with a pump.

o

Karen – A new underpass would be designed to not flood like our existing underpasses. It would cost
more to build (pumping and design to ensure it won’t flood).

Tracy – Are all rail lines freight? Would there be any passenger rail moving thru this area?
o



Karen (chat) - We can work to incorporate a high-level overview of traffic studies in the area,
however changing the connectivity of 52nd would be likely to change existing traffic patterns.

Matt – The middle rail line is all UPRR freight. The Brighton/York underpass goes under BNRR, but
commuter rail line also travels above.

Angela Woolcott – On the next steps slide, should add “and related timing” to “consideration of costs”.
o

Karen – Reference high/medium/low cost range for options in public meeting presentation.

o

Nola (chat) - Yes it would be good to talk about costs of the different options, I think also talking
about costs to existing community members/businesses and how a project like this would actually
impact their lives short and long term

Anonymous Resident – When refer to the Denver bond program, it always seems it would be helpful for
people to have an idea of leveraging them – what doesn’t have to wait because there is potential for
funding versus what doesn’t have a funding source. There may be ways to elevate and prioritize certain
improvements. We need more ringing of the bell to elevate funding sources. Then the overview of
aggregating connections could feel more real. Completing certain sections could create flow.
o

Karen – We could show where sidewalks are that are included in the bond planned improvements.
Maybe this could be a breakout group.

o

Anonymous Resident – That would be a dream. I’ve asked City Council to do an interactive map that
shows the timeline for these sidewalks but haven’t seen one.
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o

Jill (chat) – Would love to get an update on Bond-funded sidewalks!



Tracy – Make sure to lay out what we are actually looking at, what streets will be affected, where
sidewalks will be, where things will be located, and how over/underpasses will look. This will give a full
picture of what we are changing, if possible. For example, note how an underpass would impact the
neighborhood versus industry. Go through cross sections first. [Matt’s note: people still seem to get
bored with initial part of presentation, focus on cross sections and alignments sooner before diving into
poling and more details.]



Karen – Comments are welcome at any time. You can email or call me with comments after the meeting.



Angela Woolcott – Will people who miss the Nov. 18th meeting be able to do the poll?



o

Karen – Yes, we can make those into a survey.

o

Leah – We will post the recording of the Nov. 18th community meeting on the project web page and
could include the poll questions in a survey there for people to complete after the meeting.

Leah – Public meeting Zoom connection details will be sent soon. They are being translated now.
o







Karen – I will also send this notice to be distributed/advertised by District 9.

Nola – If you bring a large-scale investment into an area, it transforms the neighborhood and has
economic impacts (property values, rent costs, etc.). I’m wondering how we could add a survey question
about that.
o

Karen – Maybe there is a way to put a question in the polling to get at tradeoffs. Greater
connectivity drives greater access to the area, greater number of users, etc. versus smaller-scale
improvements that could support the existing community without as many impacts. Somehow
discuss/show how amount of financial investment relates to number of users.

o

Karen – We need to consider the number of renters compared to homeowners – renters don’t have
as much choice and are more negatively impacted.

o

Nola – Need some type of question to address this topic. Questions now are too limited to the
project improvements. Need some type of cost/economic impact for those known and potential
consequences for the neighborhood.

Angelina – Are things going to be nice and organized? There is a lot of water and flooding when it rains.
Sometimes it even gets in your house. This planning and presentation is pretty, but no matter how big or
small changes are they effect families. Sometimes I’m in shock and don’t know what to say. All of these
developments impact us.
o

Karen – If we made improvements mitigation of impacts would be part of the project.

o

Will – An important part of the project needs to incorporate this. We can add additional polling
questions about existing issues – could be something we lead with.

Mercedes – My worry is the impact that all of this will cause on our community. The biggest worry is the
traffic and the economic impact. Just like Angelina said, within all of our neighborhoods we see flooding
when there is a big storm. I am worried you won’t focus on that flooding. We have been affected by all
of this development around us. Now I don’t know what we will do. Rents are going up, more people are
showing up here that want to rent, more people are being displaced. We hope you take all of our
comments into account and plan things that are in favor or our community. We hope you can do what
the community is asking.
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o

Karen – there is no project. We are not “coming” to do this. We want to find out if people want
improvements to 52nd or not.

o

Matt – Alignment 1 addresses more of the local street network. If those are the things the
neighborhood desires, it is important we hear that when it comes time to rank theses.



Maria – Of the three alignment options, for me the best one is #3, I think. [She confused the alignment
numbers she mentions, but wanted a less impactful option for the community.] Because if we look at #2,
that goes through homes. I don’t like that. The other one turns things around. Angelina lives at 52nd and
Milwaukee. That area, every time it rains, any little rain, there is a lot of water that piles up there and it
is there for a while. Another option would be to look at something that won’t impact the homes. Every
time there is development, the prices go up. Taxes are the first things that goes up. There are a lot of
people that have spent many years buying there home but they can’t afford taxes. Lots of seniors. There
are lots of people who can’t improve their homes. I like the option that doesn’t affect homes but still
makes a crossing of 52nd.



Manuel – Matt’s presentation was wonderful. It was one of the more complex parts of the meeting.
Could put an actual bridge on the map to make people understand it better. For example, Maria said she
wanted #3 but she was confused because that had the largest impact. Using more graphics would make
it easier to understand where the bridge and underpasses are located.
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Project Team: Karen Good – DOTI Community Design Group (Denver); Kara Swanson, Matt
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ATTENDING:

Community Members: Maria E De Luna, Alfonso Espino, Nola Miguel (GES Coalition); Adrian
Pike (Globeville First); Mecedes Gonzalez, Angelina Torres (nearby residents); Carla
Castedo (Denver Neighborhood Equity and Stabilization Team); Anonymous Resident,
Angela Garcia (Globeville resident); Jill Locantore (Denver Streets Partnership); Paul
Stambaugh (Scale Company); Northeast Transportation Connections representative

COPIES:

Project Team

1. Meeting Summary


The purpose of Community Working Group Meeting #3 was to present the updated alternatives for
connectivity along the 52nd Avenue corridor and at the Brighton/York Underpass, to share the criteria
used to evaluate the various options, and to present alternatives evaluation results. The Project Team’s
objective was to get stakeholder feedback on the presentation in preparation for the February 2nd
public meeting, as well as to gauge the community’s prioritization preferences.



Twelve (12) community members participated in the call, of which three (3) were Spanish speakers.



Agenda Review:
o

Project Overview

o

Community Input Received

o

Focus Areas and Alternatives

o

Evaluation Criteria and Results

o

Short-term Connectivity Improvements

o

Next Steps

2. Meeting Kickoff and Project Introduction


Karen Good kicked off the meeting. She expressed the team’s interest in getting community member
feedback on the presentation to refine and optimize it for the public meeting on February 2, 2021.
Karen introduced the Project Team, gave a high-level overview of the 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study, and
emphasized the importance of public engagement and community feedback in shaping the project to
date. She stated the Project Team’s desire to clarify the community’s short and long-term goals as they
inform future project investment.



Karen Good briefly summarized the project areas of focus for improving connectivity along and around
52nd Avenue: Focus Area 1 considers connectivity along 52nd Avenue between Brighton and Colorado
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Boulevards. Focus Area 2 considers improvements to the York/Brighton underpass; and Focus Area 3
considers connectivity to the N Line Station. Multiple alternatives, or alignments, have also been
developed for Focus Area 1.
3. Community Input Received


Leah Langerman described the community engagement efforts and feedback to date. The feedback
received has indicated a slight preference for vehicular, bicycle, and bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, as well as a slight and equally weighted preference for addressing connectivity east of
Colorado Boulevard, connectivity to bike facilities, and connectivity north along Brighton Boulevard
under the freight railroad to York St. In general, the community agrees with the need for improved
connectivity, safety, and drainage; access to pedestrian and bicycle accommodations; and sensitivity to
long-standing businesses and affordable housing.

4. Focus Areas and Alternatives


Matt Buster reviewed alternative alignments developed for Focus Area 1 and provided new insight on
Focus Areas 2 and 3.



Alternative 1: Pedestrian and bicycle improvements along 52nd Ave beginning east of Vasquez Blvd and
continuing west to the railroad, including a pedestrian/bicycle bridge over the railroad



Alternative 2: Multi-modal improvements providing full connection from Colorado Blvd to Brighton Blvd
along 52nd Ave



Alternative 3: Multi-modal improvements to 52nd Avenue providing full connection from Colorado Blvd
to Brighton Blvd along a northern, more commercial/industrial route



Alternative 4: Neighborhood pedestrian and bicycle improvements along 52nd Avenue, excluding a
pedestrian/bicycle bridge over the railroad



Karen Good noted that improvements may be implemented in phases over time. As an example, the
community could start with Alignment 4 and set the stage for larger future connectivity improvements.
Karen also shared that an interchange between Colorado Boulevard and 52nd Avenue would be unlikely
because it would require CDOT and railroad involvement and an expensive overpass.



Matt Buster shared the polling results from the October 2020 Community Meeting, in which participants
expressed the following alignment and design preferences:
o

Equal preference for Focus Area 1 Alignments 1 and 2

o

A clear preference for an overpass versus an underpass at the Union Pacific Railroad

o

The critical importance of improving the Brighton/York underpass

o

Improved pedestrian (vs. bicycle) improvements to the National Western Center N Line Station

5. Evaluation Criteria


Kara Swanson reviewed the criteria that DEA used to evaluate the various Focus Area alignments, design
options (e.g., over vs. underpass), the underpass at Brighton/York, as well as National Western Center N
Line connectivity. Criteria focused on multimodal access and connectivity, community impact and
environmental challenges, as well as cost, maintenance, and agency coordination. Kara shared the
results of an initial evaluation vis-à-vis the Focus Area 1 Alignments.
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6. Clarifying Questions


There were several questions about Alternative 4, the criteria used to evaluate the various alignments,
and whether alignments are mutually exclusive.



Alternative 4: Several participants asked the team to clarify Alternative 4 and how it differs from
Alternative 1.



Safety: Nola Miguel requested that neighbors’ concerns about safety be considered, particularly
regarding high speeds along 52nd Ave and the related challenges of road-crossings to access the park,
for example. She wondered whether Alternative 3 would be safer for pedestrians and cyclists given that
vehicles would be routed northward. Karen Good noted that, regardless of the route, safety
improvements along 52nd Avenue will be important. Jill Locantore also noted the need for traffic
calming along 52nd Avenue, and her desire for the team to state this explicitly.



Equity: Nola Miguel expressed interest in applying equity criteria to the evaluation of alignments and
design options. Karen Good shared that equity has been considered, but that the Project Team should
call this out more explicitly. Nola requested a follow-up conversation with the Team to discuss the
equity criteria in more detail.



Phasing Alignments: Jill Locantore asked whether Alternatives 1 and 3 could be combined. Karen Good
noted that they could not, but that alternatives could phase in over time. For example, the community
might decide to start with the street enhancements in Alternative 4, followed by a new
pedestrian/bicycle bridge in Alternative 1, followed by new roadway connections included in
Alternatives 2 and 3.



Other criteria: Participants also expressed the desire for “more trees, greening, and shade” and
considerations around mixed industrial and residential uses.

7. Short-term Connectivity Improvements


Karen Good discussed the Sidewalk Improvement Bond Program to install new sidewalks where they can
provide the most benefit to community members, as well as Swansea Neighborhood Park Connectivity
improvements, including new sidewalks, enhanced connections to transit, and improvements to park
edges.

8. Discussion and Chat Dialogue


Several participants raised questions about funding options for street trees and greening. Karen Good
shared that there are several funding options for these purposes; the biggest challenge is funding
maintenance of street trees and greening options. Jill Locantore noted that the open space tax can be
used for street trees and watering.



Community members sought clarification about whether sidewalk improvements also address drainage
issues. Karen Good responded that these are not mutually exclusive.



Another participant recommended that the Project Team overlay the community masterplan on the
Project Team’s geospatial analysis to ensure the connection between the two efforts. The Project Team
agreed that this could be beneficial.



Angelina expressed concern with the absence of sidewalks and dangerous pedestrian crossings in
Globeville along 44th Avenue between Pearl St. and Sherman St. Karen Good responded that this area is
not within the 52nd Avenue Feasibility Study scope. Karen also mentioned that Sidewalk Improvement
Bond Program funding could be accessed for these purposes.
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Mercedes asked about the Swansea area where 45th St. meets I-70 by the 7-Eleven. She wanted to
know what the City is going to do about putting protections in place for pedestrians in this area. Karen
Good responded that she did not know, but she would follow-up with the right DOTI Project Manager.

9. Polling and Results


Leah Langerman presented two survey questions to gauge community members’ preference for the
concepts presented during the meeting. The poll questions and results follow.



While there was a clear preference for curb, gutter, and drainage improvements (57%), it was unclear
whether this was mutually exclusive from work to improve neighborhood sidewalks. Nola Miguel
expressed confusion over having to choose between curbs/gutters and sidewalks; she asked whether
sidewalk concerns were more about pedestrian travel versus drainage. The Project Team agreed to
clarify this question for the Public Meeting.



Sixty percent (60%) of participants expressed a preference for building connectivity for all travel modes
along 52nd Avenue with an overpass to connect Brighton to Vasquez.



As the survey questions were presented, Karen Good noted that the Project Team should shorten the
survey options in future polls to make them more digestible. Of note were the few stakeholders who
participated in the polling.

10. Next Steps


The Project Team reviewed the remaining tasks in the study, which include identifying the community’s
priorities and the phasing of these priorities, as well as developing cost estimates for priorities. The
study will conclude with a Feasibility Study Report. The Project Team reiterated the need for continued
community engagement and shared the different ways that community members can continue to
provide input into the project.
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